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CHAPTER I

For three hundred years the Friends Church baa carried a concern
tor the work of the Holy Spirlt to manifest Himself in the mainstream of
Friends theology.

The work or doctrine of Christian Perfection has been

the topic for many discussions and graduate papers.
of the Holy Spirit and spiritual gifts

However, the topic

not been considered in the

light of past history nor has the relation the present bas with the past
been studied in regard to the possession and exercise of spiritual gifts.

I.

THE

PROBLEM

The problem of this study' was to examine the spiritual gifts and
their exercise among se�ected leaders in the Early Friends l<i:ovement with
respect to
expression,

(1) the number of gifts possessed, (2) the manner of their

and (3)

their combined effect upon The Early Friends Move

ment.

II.

JUSTIFICNriON

STUDY

This study was justified because of three underlying proposi
tions; one, that the gifts of the Spirit

are

represented in the Bibli

cal record as having a legitimate position in the church of Jesus

2

Christ; second, that the Fa.r13' Friends Movement vas the recipient and
stevard. of various gifts and f!P.Ve high honor and praise to the Holy
Spirit; and., third, that the current trend in contemporary church life
demanded a study of Friends history in the light of the evidence
practice of spiritual gifts.

and

A brief discussion of each of these propo

sitions follows.

(1)

The pages of New Testament history abound with the work of

the Holy Spirit in the hearts and lives of the first centur;r Christians.
There are accounts of healing, control of demons, miracles, preaching,
teaching, prophecy, governments, helps and tongues.

The Apostle Paul

vas undoubtably the outstanding spokesman relating to the subject of
spiritual gifts.

His letters to the Corinthians contain direction re

lative to the reception and practice of the gifts.

(2)

The Society of Friends (Quakers) historically has placed a

great premium upon the personal ministcy of the Holy Spirit.

The pages

of its history reveal the possessions and exercise of certain gifts.
The exercise of these gifts added to the rapid growth of the Friends
Movement in England, Jamaica, Barbados, and the New World..

(3)

The Charismatic Movement has been catapulted into the tho

ught of current church life by its wide-spread manifestations.

National

publications, representing a broad theological orientation, reflect the
activity of this "New Discovery".
Christianitl To�z has carried such articles and the publication
of September 13, 1963 was representative of the current interest.

The

author, Frank Farrell, in an article entitled, "Outburst of Tongues:

3
The New Penetrs.tion", analyzed. the renewed emphasis as it 11ms related
to the wide spectrum of ecclesiastical affiliation.

He stated:

Near� all the major denominations have been affected by what
is called the Charismatic revival, Episcopalians and Lutherans
preeminently so. Greatest strength of the new penetration is in
Southern California• but in the past months reports of develop
ments have come in from across the nation:l
The present generation has witnessed the growth of the Charisma
tie Movement until it has reached into all the major Protestant denomi
nations.

The range of its scope includes the formal or liturigieal

worship patterns of the Anglican faith and the

non-liturgical

groups

comprising the Pentecostal fringe.
Therefore• because of these three basic statements, it was determined both necessar,r and valuable to conduct a study concerning the
possession and practice of spiritual gifts in the Early Friends Movement.

III.

DELIMITATIONS

The study was limited in three areas.

First, Biblically; the

Biblical record was studied to provide background information and a
frame of reference which made possible a definition of spiritual gifts.
The record

was

studied in the original language with the aid of Greek

dictionaries and recognized scholars as additional aids.

Second, his-

l:rrank Farrell, "Outburst of Tongues: The New Penetration, 11
ppristianitz To�. VII (September 13. 1963), P• 6.

torioallJ; the historical setting was confined primarilf to the seven•
teenth centur.r

1691).

and

especially to the life-time of' George Fox

This basic time

was adjusted to

(1624-

interpretation of

the combined contribution of selected leaders upon the Friends Movement.

The term 11Early Friends

1691..

1624

referred

The study included a bri.ef survey

con-

political

time and their

temporary to

of Friends.

Third, peraonalities;

of'

three Pel�SOnaJ.l.

the

three men chosen for this study were

Fox,

Burrough ,

of Friends,

movemeu'lt.
of'

a young,

Society

powerful pr�!;!�G�.clrllillr

of the same general era. and James Na.yler, an outstanding but radical
leader of Friends in :London.
between Fox and Nay'ler.

Edward Burrough was chosen as a contrast

His was a levelling influence in the formative

growth period of the Early Friends.

IV.

The method of procedure was first to limit the
This resulted in isolating the period of

1624

to

1691

the study.
as the historical

setting.
span of George Fox, founder of the Friends Church.

The men selected

for this study were contemporaries of George Fox.
Chapter

II

the study

definitions of Spiritual Gifts as

'a

a
in I

vu..�.-... .U."LU.'IliU-

12.

These

5

the light of the original language with the aid
of recognized Biblical scholars.
Chapter III wae a study to determine the contemporar,y political
A brief a'I.:U"Vey of England' a break with

and spirl tual setting in England.

under He� VIII was included to establish the Protestant princi
ple.

This discussion was followed by a review of selected religious

movements which were motivated b;y political ideals.

The IAvellers, the

Diggers, and the Fifth Monarch-men were selected because of their desire
to be led b;y the Hol;y Spirit.
Chapters IV 9 V and VII dealt with the life
tries of George Fox., Edward Burrough, and James Nayler respect! vel;y.
the same

l'::&ch leader was studied
sion, manifestations of
a SWI'lmation of the

Spirl tual

d. ted

mann

er i.e., early life

conver-

Gifts, an account of his death,

material.

Chapter VII led to

the final �

with observations, conclu

sions and suggestions for further atudJ.

V.

SOURCE.:'-3

DATA

The atudJ included the use
materials were chosen b;y recommendation of Dr. Arthur

o.

Roberts.

pro

fessor of Philosophy and Religion at George Fox College, Newberg, Ore

...

gon, Dr. Ydlo

c.

Rosa, President of George

College, and Heney J.

Ca.db'!U7' • Chairman of the Committee on liistorical Research.
burr was consulted b;y letter

�tr. Cad-

personal telephone conversa.tion.

He

6
suggested primary source materials employed in this study.
The researcher utilized

aid of common historical facts as they

related to England's national stl"\.lggle for political and spiritual
dora.

Secondary material was

the selected leaders

to aid i n

of

their personality characteristics in relation

to their personal contributions.

CHAPTER II

T'HE

TESTAMENT AND SPIRITUAL GIFTS

the light of

The subject of spiritual gifts was considered
Biblical recorda.

The study included a brief review of Old Testament

expression of spiritual gifts.

T'his was followed by a detailed con

sideration of the matter as presented by the Apostle Paul in I Cor

12.

inthians

The Old Testament witnessed remarkable demonstrations pri(l)r to
the Holy Spirit•s advent on the

Day

of Pentecost.

preaching.

was not new in New

ot epiritual

Thus the

concept
'tlisdom was

granted Solomon in accordance with his prayer (II Chronicles

1:10).

God responded to Elijah's prayer of faith on f'iount Carmel (I Y.ings

37-:;8).

18:

Elisha's causing the axe to float was considered miraculous

(II Kings

6;6).

The gift of prophecy was an outstanding

the Old Testament.

Jeremiah declared to Hananiah:

shalt die" (Jeremiah

of

11This year thou

28:16).
the Old Testament account to view

Thus the study was turned

the New Testament record concerning the Apostolic

and

general Church

possession and exercise of spiritual gifts.
is formally introduced by the

matter of spiritual
Apostle Paul in I Corinthians

12 :1

by the following words:

"Now con

cerning sp:iri tual gifts. brethren, I would not have you ignorant."
He continued from verses

2

through

31

to

name,

define and suggest a

8
utilization for the imparted gifts.

The Holy Spirit was regarded as the

source of these gifts and Paul reported in

14 :32:

the prophets are subject to the prophets.11

by

ttand the spirits of

Thus the Apostle established

implication that the gifts of the Holy Spirit were to be controlled

and manifest by the reeipien·t.
Tb.e words, spiritual gifts, comes from the Greek word,

/IfJ.'ttls.(;41.
,!!1:!!,,

G. Campbell tJforgan in his book,

�

7[ ve lJ:

Corinthian Letters

.2f

etates :

Literally translated, the Greek word simply means spirituals.
We do not employ that plural in English, and probably that is why
this word gift or g:i.f'ts has been supplied, in order to explain the
word. But we do use another, which is ita exact equivalent, spiri
tualities, which I should use here.
Paul says, 'Now concerning
the spiritualities.• The word indicates that which is ethereal
rather than gross, that which is of' the spirit rather than that
of' the physical; that is spiritualities. Here the word is preceSo it is not
•
in the Greek by the definite article,
•concerning spiritualities,' but •now concerning
Spirituali
ties.l

��)I

�

The church of' Corinth was plagued with internal problems resulting in the analytical pronouncement of' Paul,

"And I, brethren, could

not speak unto you as unto spiritual, but as unto carnal, even as unto
babes in Christ." (I Corinthians

3 :1),

Chapters one through eleven

deal with the problems resulting from fleshly stimuli and responses.
Chapter twelve calls their attention away from the flesh and draws them
to consider the spiritualities.
The Apostle provided a suggested list of "spiritualitiestt in the

la.

Campbell Morgan, The Corinthian Letters of Paul (New York:
Fleming H. Revell Company,

19li6j, 'p'p. 145-46.

• ·---

9
twelfth Chapter.

Apostolic direction for the church is noted:

covet earnestl;r the best gifts:
lent wq." (I Corinthians

and

12:3].)

as the fruit of the Spirit.

yet shew I unto you a more excel

In Chapter thirteen Love is commanded

Whereas

fourteen

application of spiritual gifts, Chapters twelve
the possession and practice

Through comnton use
has become a common

and

"But

and

to

thirteen relate to

the spiritualities.
church tradition the term "apiritual gifta"

acce:ptable term.

Therefore, in this thesis the:

the term "spiritualities" as its equivalent.
The explanatory outline of spiritual gifts is
inthians

12.

found in I Cor-

The Apostle Paul had written to correct certain

within the Corinthian assembly and gave a sample of the "spiri tualitiean.

Thia outline contained thirteen specific

each one was utilized

by the infant church, under spacial direction of the Holy Spirit.

How

ever, the Church was not to limit the work of the Hol;r Spirit 9 nor con•
sider this list of gifts exhaustive.

Relia!;ous

It was noted in Schaff, Herzog,

En�;c.clopedia:

Their number is as various as the needs of the Church; and neither
the enumeration of I Cor. XII., nor
Eph. IV., nor Rom. XII. can be
regarded as exhauative. 2
The gifts were outlined as follows:
Word of Wisdom,

\
(J

I

Qf Q,S:

ct Q

/

{Jt,q sS;:

(I Corinthians

12:8)

10
Two recognized scholars,

A.

T. Robertson and G. Campbell Morgan

agreed as to the meaning of this gift.
The word of wisdom (logos sophios) old words. Logos is reason,
then speech. Wisdom is intelligence, the practical action in ac
cord with it. Here it is speech full of God's wisdom---under the
impulse of the Spirit of God.3
Morgan notes, !!That is a giftt and that

direct insight into

means

truth, a gift bestowed. "4
(I Corinthians 12:8)
This referred to divine insight or special illumination to under
stand things pertaining to the spiritual world.

Morgan suggested that

this gift directs or guides the mind in the process of investigation and
analysis of problems.
concluded that

this

Jamieson, Fausset, and Brown in their pommen�,

gift \'las:

of truths already revealed.

•

11Ready utterance supernaturally imparted
..

Knowledge relates to things that are to

be done.115
Gift of Faith.

7ltlrtl �

(I Corinthians 12:9)

This gift rJas similar to saving faith in that both were founded
in reliance upon God as the causative power.
objectives were different.

It differed in that the

This wonder working faith like that

in

13:2,

3Archibald Thomas Robertson, Word Pictures In The New Testament
(Nashville, Tennessee: Broadman Press, i931), Vol:-Iv, P• 169. '

�organ, .2!.• ill•,

P• 152.

5Jamieson, Fausset, and Brown, Comment!!Z (Hartford:
Co.9 n.d.), P• 287.

s.s.

Scranton

11
was

faith to remove mou.ntai:11s , if it

lay

in the scope

of' DivL"1.e

will

to perform
Gift o,f

Rt!!J.iP.I•

)la..p.Lr.iaa.ta J!Jtjl.c/'i.lld.JC.
·-

� � .�E?A:ta&

(I Corinthians 12:9)

was noted as follows:

medical knowledge, but by eupematural. power.1'7

''Not that is, by
This

was

a special,

supernatural gift by which sick and afflicted persons were

whole.

That this h�ing power is aot evidenced in the life of a
times was witaessed by Paul•s
inthians

inabilit;y to

cure

his

own

at all

body.

(II Cor

12 & 7-9)

Wo�inl ot:, �r,acl;ea,

../
,..P,
(I
�Y,. 7J"C2.k4.
�U�£WlC
f

I

...

CoriDthians 12;10)

This gift of the Spirtt provided the abUity aad the
perform supernatural acts.

power to

Paul's experience of amitiag �with

blindness in Acts 13:11, and the viper bite on Melita in Acts 28:1-6,
served as examples to verit) the gift of miracle-working abUity.
Sclvd'f; Herzog recorded the following notation concerning miraclee;

be wrought by natural forces or

h�

means,

but only' by the immediate

exercise of higher, divine powers. ''8

7� ,f,ul;eit.,

Co:mnep.1!!1 9 {New York:

8Scbaff, Herzog, !1!•

�· P• 1.52.5.

Funk & Wagnalle,

n.d.) ,p.398.

(I

whole
of redemption, an
obscurer parte of the exiatin(J Scriptures,. was the
the miraculous foresight
future.9
neceaear.y preparation

origination.
directly known. ulO
Disc !!:!!Y of

.SEiri�.

12:10)

c:U.akp L /:�5 .,.. 1l.Y/J{aat...t..�.JC (I Corinthians

A most needed gift to tell whether the gifts were � of
the Ho13' Spirit and supernatural • • • or merel.J' strange natural

or

even. diabolicaJ..U

�.d.S o� �!!l!!es ,
This

well

as

}!ff?f.

yAwa:a:�){.. ...

<r

Corinthians

gift has been the point of sreat controversy

the present cent�.

in.

12:1o>

the past

!he definition has been as varied as the

of

}!A uJa_a:tJv
of

9Jam1eaon, huaaet, and Brown,

10Morpn,

.!l?.•

!!i• ,

ll.Robe:rtaon, .!E.•

P•

::!!•,

as

.!£•

1.53·
PP•

169-70.

cit .. p. 287.

non-

used in
Schaff, Herzog noted:

for preaching nor evangelization.

the gospel.
to do directly with the
It had
It was an act of self-devotion, emotio:ruU rather than intellectual,
oondition,
exoited rather
calm. If one was not
a
the glossolalia was like the incoherent talk of a dr'lw:en
c.

!.'../!lk <; ¥&" t',

lnterf:!retation ot .Toyuea,

12:10)

,..,
5-r::;,1 Ui.�a waY

(I Corinthians

ability to translate or reveal

A;egstleshi;e,

(/

av�

l�organ notes:

):H�t:.
I

Jl
Q.1[,aad:oaoo
s

I

(I Corinthians 12:28)

"The work of the apostle was supremely that of

one sent with a message but it first of all
tor a particular function.

means

one who is set apart

Therefore, apostleship was a distinct New

to Christianity.
(I Corinthians 12:28)

13-The OOE!t qommen�, .9.2• .9:!• • P• :;98.
l�torgan,

!i• .211 " •

P•

1.59.

The context indicated the work of the teacher was directed to

the ehureh.

Thus the ministr:r of teaching should not be separated

from the work of the apostle whose task it
Hel;ea,

.

)

1
a.. ){I
I

The word

/

A n,u �c. t.:i..
T

to set forth truth.

(I Corinthians 12:28)

a derivative ot

aid, assist or to help ..

tfaa

1

cz. }(Up 7h/J. f1J. E.�$.
'""

r

, m¥:l'cuu.L<If!,

partioul.ar word was common

found only here in the New Testament.

Morgi!W. stated:

to

papyri but

nThat

a love-

ly word here in the list of gifts, that power wrdeh God bestows on some.
The word 'help' mei!W.s that, helpers, those who give relief in tm:r dir
eetion.ul5

Robertson observed that it:

"Probably refers to the work

of the deacons, help rendered to the poor
Fausset, and Brown noted the following:

11

the siek.,1116
..

..

•

Jamieson,

also those who helped

w1th their time and me�:ms

( I Corinthians 12:28 )
gift of governments, that

the

ability to guide, steer, and organize the body of the Church into a
workable organism.

�

Pul:ei.� Comment!.t'£ observed

ot leading and organiza.tion."l8

it was: nPowers

This gift provided the abllity to for

mulate the direction of the body and realize the fulfillment of her

15Ibid,. P• l6o.,
l6Robertson, �·

s!!•t

P• 174.

l'7Jamieson, Fausset, and Brown, loc. cit.
-l8The Pul;p!t C,omment:!!% , !.R• cit., P• 4oo.

•

was noted that the Church po:.lt.Seased these gitta
were im,Pa.rted by the Spirit

not the

controlled

by- the believe!"•
\i&B

!hereforo, the iarly
Biblical foundation to

the n�ber

this

projected

spirltual gifts

To that projection

we nov

the
turn ..

III

AND

The political

life
historical involvewith Rome

the establishment
selected contempo-

rary religious groups within the chosen historical setting.
lers, the Diggers, and the Fifth Monarch-men were considered in the light
of their relationship to the Friends Movement.

struggle tor the ascendenCJ.
retain the dominance of power.
ing groups.
authority

There was a constant attempt to grasp
Also, within the Church

were vy-

For example,

was

beginning to reveal a basic cleavage

fain� of' state.

of life were simple

basic for those who comprised the large work-

ing clan; whereas the demand and expectations of
were costl1 and selfish.

Under !S!

the

sophisticated

a. M. Trevelyan notes in his work,

E!S!�

Stuarts:

Some landowners recognised no other function in life save the
daily hunt, followed by the nightly carouse at the ale-house whi
ther they repaired after dinner with the ladies of' the f�; a

17

letters,.

eo

it had not

thought

middle

the pursuit

mtter taught were inferior to that of the nineteenth
twentieth centuries, nevertheless the7 tilled the education

institutiona
d.ea:ree of scholarship.
Social justice

wu

a. tem tmlmow

in -�......,.,,,..

vacuum

part
of political �xpedienc,y rather

lowed

absolution of'

1NB.S

vile

quickly in

able to

filtey holes ..

political ,.,u... ....,. ...
But of all the conditions which
of the .'ll:nslish merchant clus, the most important vas self-gove rn
the
!I attempted
of England before
ment.
None
to interfere with the manasement of the towns by treel.7 elected
Mayors • Alderman and Bailiffs. 2
.

provide strength

'-<"'"'._.,"''"'

the seventeenth cen�n'7•

been cow;olidated under Henr.y VIII in 1534.

The Church and

State

The succeeding

of

19
!he Cht.U"Ch nov being tree from Rome (by

and ecoleeiastical trendfl.

the letter), vas set to develop her own dootrine and theolosical state
ment of faith.

The Church doctrinee and worship pattel'tlS were fomu•

1ated by Bishop Crammer and ;pa.ssed by Parliuent under Edward VI in
Edward VI followed in the steps of his father, Henl"JJ' VIII, in

1553·

liberating �d from Rome.
However, the stre�h ef

Popeey remained in England, and,

under�. daupter of Iieney VIII and Catherine. the Cluu:-ch vas
ried back into the fold of Rome.

car

Mar,y reigned from 1 553 to 1558.

During the five 7ears she restored the

mona.steries.,

sousht sood priests

and courted the assistance of the Universities to train

prepare

Also during the reign or }1ary,

scholars for the libman Catholic faith.

11QD7 of the Filglish Church leaders were beheaded fer their .failure to
return to the foreisn power.

!the most famous

those who died were

Bishops Latimer, Ridley and Cramme r who were burned at the

at

Oxford.
Followins the death of Mary in 1558, one of l!.hglend's DSOSt tam
OWlS

and colorful queens became the reig.n.ins monarch.

Eliabetb, dau

pter of Heney VIII and Anne Bole711, restored the Wprem&C7 of the
C rown over the Church and struck a mortal blow at the relationship
between England and .RomEh

In an attempt

to satird)' both her strong

Catholic eubjects and the Protestant elements, she deVised a Church
poli07 of amalgamating both factions.

!hie we accompliehed and a

eettlemer1t vas reached with the majcrlt7 of EhsJ.iehmen Ufttil the Church
etructun baa remained basicall7 unchaftged to the pneent time.

define the

Thus the seventeenth century arrived with

Purl tans wished to remain within
church of En£].and and
to have it, eleane&d a.eeordins to their pattern, a.s the religious
wing of the nation •a life to which a.ll the queen •e eu'bjecte \>wld
belong
The Separatists or Independents • • • believed
gathered churches, not made up of aU the inhabitants of a. parti•
cular area, but oul7 of those who were eonseiousl;r Chr:istian • • •
of
They 'll.rere Separatists in that they withdrew
the
land and wen Independents in that the;r believed in the tu.U auto�
each local ehureh.3
•

•

•

•

latter

3Kenneth Scott Latourette,

! ���!% !!.! ,9hrist,ia.nitz

P'.tB.rper &! Brotherst 1953), p .. 815.

(New toriu
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the

part

Anglican or Puritan movements.

The religious

\#M

seventeenth century

ita debut.

ning of the Stuart dynasty"'

IJ!.'JI.�"'i;:\it;l'u.

Elizabeth died in 1603

VIII.

of

to James I, a

in 16olJ·

Catholicism,

constant change

no l.iu.ccessor,

and the long line of
"DW3Se�ct

one of unrest

At

\>�as

more strlnge1tt rules and laws to be

to control

sion was based

on

Roman

first James I t<�as inclined

licrlvfl!ver t
political

than

James I ruled with might and authority.
in the Divine Ript of lCinge..

He

... "'"k.t.f5kV'�-

was

a firm believer

He desired to improve his subjects• wel...

fare only insofar that it did not allow the Gu.bject govemin££ power.
This

philosophy led to a deeper cleavap between the Crown

the new

and important Puritan and Separatists groups.
The Puritan influence succeeded in making� into the Parliament
and applied considerable preuure against James I.
ives of the Puritans were noble in character..

The moral object

Thtt7 desired to cleanse

the existing national Church of all impurities and restore holy Uving
in the court

as

well

u

in the country.

The actual fulfillment of

these noble vows found the use of force as cruel and wicked as any the
king or court used in executing the law.,

The witch-htmts, the c:ntel

imprisonments and the emetinE£ of exorbitant fines for faUU,J;'e to obey
the law were onl.y examples ot the Puritan attempt to establish the
Kingdom of God.
James I

was

succeeded by Charles I in 162.5.

He

followed the

same

'but ran afoul of

eventually

and the "'-'4'"'-'"'"·"'i'i>·""......,._.

f��rm��nt in

'l!hey were the Levellers, the
an lJljt'J.u,encrt.t

Fifth Monarcb-merh
upon

noted

)
a longeivil '.ar also ••ve centrl.fupl religious
the year 161+4 the constant ""Y"'''=a..�.copporttmit7, • so that
ance of new Md :t'antastic
a
but insurmoun'+
table fact. •

sought

A

feature

natural

Spirit

to

moat of these sects is their claim to the
experience,

claim so

forced consideration of the matter even
a'bhorrent.5

upon

those

who

found it

llhgl.and was not totall.Jr unprepared for the �is of Friends
upon the direct lea.dins of the Holy Spirit.

The message of the afore

mentioned politically motivated groups carried strong emphasis
leadership of the Spirit.
clcael,. related

to

Th07 held

to

upon

the

certain teachings which were

the Friends doctrine of the Inner Lipt.

Because of'

this close association of doctrine., at this level, Friends were identified with these three
Thus

groups

in times of political uprising.

a studJ' of the following groups: the Levellers,. the

and the Fifth Monaroh-men9 was considered relevant

to

Diggers,

the central theme

of this thesis.

The strugtle for liberation
political

back•tr�aSh

the monarchy caused a wave of

in the 1\'J::rq of Cromwell and Parliament.

vocal influence in this group was

John

of Lil'burne was an attempt to
completion.

fiance

-

in

history.

The work

the 'basic reason for the CivU War

Cl"''OIWell and Parliament had raised their hands

to Charles

5Ibid.,

01!U'r'J

A strong

Lilburne, a politieal radical

religious thinking was ahead of his time

w'hi'Ulll.ll

to

from

in

de

I and had accepted the ideals of individual worth

P• 8.

u.nder subjection to his rulers and he � not allowed an adequate voice
in

the affairs of state.

Latourette noted:

Lilbume had been won b7 the Baptists and wae an ardent student
of
Bible
on law and political
..
•
•
He held that there is a natural law to which all laws of man and the
structUJ"e of
and society should conform,
it
written in
the hearts and consciences of men.6
The work of Jolm Lilbu.rne and the Levellers vas an attempt to call
national attention to the strugsle for h� d.i.pity and value.

The

concept that the lowest EncJ.ishman had the inherent right to elect his
rulers was the mot:J:m.tion behind the Levellers.
tention to that fact

as

Latourette called at-

he stated:

•
•
• that sovereipty resides in the nation at large , that Par
liaments should be elected by u.nivel"Sal manhood suffra&e, that they
should have only limited administrative and police powers, and that
no one should sit in two successive Pa.rliaments.7

Levellers stag&d a revolt and an uprising

the

tried but

because of popular &'UP-

port,
The Collier's �czcloP,!dUl. reported:
C:t'O!miell imprisoned him in the Tower of London, where
several years of confinement he was converted to Quakerism in
1655 .. He wrote of' this as an 'inward resurrection • and experi-

6:tatourette •

?_�b!§.•

t

.!?R.•

!!1•,

PP• 821-822.

p. 821.
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...a.....

.,. a heisntened

�J.O,..,J.gumJJ.Il:lltit;.>

"'

of ooll�:�.
�mu:n c'n vd.th God.<)

concepts

in:volved

:Ehgl.and, for they were revealed

in the sixteenth eentw:-:r under Martin

Luther and the Continental Reformation.
were not new to George
direction,

Therefore, tuse concepts

Fox but rather he took occasion, 'by the Spirit's

to become the principal religious leader of his era.

B.

themaelves, found their leader

DIGGERS

in

Gerald Winstanley.

This radical soc

ial conoem group made ita entrance into the thought life of JOOSLand

26

following the Civil war.

They held extreme d emands for social reform ..

Diggers urged great land reforms which would redistribute

The

the acreage of large land holders, thus pving it to those who were
poor and

without the ability to purchase from the COI'!IOOn market.

suggested reform would have carried �d into Social C� ..
Such demands were voiced tbrmlgh the medians of l'lfl'iting and music ..
The

following verse describes the social conditions

set forth by the Diggers.
The gentey are all al"'W:ld, stand up nov, stand up now,
Tbe gentey are all around, stand up now ..
!fhe gentry are all around, on each side they are found,
Their wisdom • a so profound, to cheat as of ground ..
Stand up now, stand up nov..

elerc;r they come in,
up now, stand up
clergy thc;y come in, stand up new.
The olercr ther come in9 and •1 it is a sin
That we should now begin, our freedom for to win,
Stand up now, Diggers all .
The
'fb.e

conquer them by love, come in now, come in now,
conquer them by love, come in now ..
'l.'o conquer them b)" love, as it does you behove,
For His u King' abovef no power is like to love ..
Glory here, Diggers all . 9

'l'o
'l'o

The

aleo

p_"'inciplee to which the Diggers adhered were eeen to exist

the Society of Friends.

'!'he

Quakers were concerned with oocial

problems but not prima.rily as related to land reform.

Friends saw the

problem but chose rather to admonish the people to yield to the direc
tion of the Holy Spirit who alone could change humn motivation.
Theirs was

neither a political nor a social revolution, but a spiritual
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set forth
rH!5:lB·r�u1c!'j

principle of peaceable

to social evil ata the overcoming quality.

etated

as

of love was

manifestation

love or

.l1Wiii<;!Ul

for

the

heart
in an evil

Comparison of likeness between the ..............,
.,.._!�"''"'-"" \,;rus

the Holy

also

of

the

in their

....JJCL .._

..�.._-.,.·""'.u"""'

16?8, by

\>Jere

accused

<c:J:;'s disciples ..

�.A.

ho"\'lever..

_"' -·-·

with

ti••ne.
"'�"''""1!3

with great force..

groups

ac��!;ett or

...""''u."'"'-"'

They protected their own cause

by' open repl:r and answer to accusations li.Dking them with illiUOh groups

as the

.....�.i�"'"'-G

in

aa:rs of these kings l'!llhall

the

the

God

which shall never be destroyed:" (Daniel

heaven set up a kingdom,

2: 44)

The leaders envisioned

28
themselves as God ordained instruments to establish the eternal Kingdom
of God upon earth.

The following notation reveals the object and pur-

pose of this group.
For a time they supported 0. Cromwell, in the belief that the
Commonwealth was a preparation for the Fifth Monarch, But when
they found their theocratic hopes unlikely to be realized they
turned against him.lO
The Friends Movement had produced a large imprint upon English
society by this time (166o) and they were implicated by the government
in evecy radical outburst.

The Fifth Monarch-men planned and

carried

out an uprising late in 1660 which caused Friends much suffering and
persecution.

The civil strife caused by the Fifth Monarch-men carried

into Januacy of 1661.

'William Sewell, in his histocy of the Quakers,

noted the following concerning the Fifth Monarch-men:
There was at that time a great number of this turbulent people
in England; • • •
This insurrection of the Fifth Monarch-men, caused great dis
turbance in the nation: and though the Quakers did not at all med
dle with those boisterous people, yet they fell under great suffer
ing because of them.ll
Trevelyan noted the effect of this commotion upon Friends:
The panic created by this last venture of the men of war caused
a furious persecution of the pacific Quakers, who were hailed to
prison by thousands.l2
The founder of the Friends, George Fox, was called from bed and

lOF. L. Cross (ed.), The Oxford Diction� of the Christian Church
(London: Oxford University Press, n.d.l, PP• 503-'.554:llwilliam Sewell, The Histo::: !!!_ � Christian Peo;ele Called
Quakers (Philadelphia: Friends Book Store, 1856), PP• 329-331.
12T.revelyan,
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movement.

a fine.

vhich he dieavcved.

After a three

Fox declined upon the premise that

At last the judge caused him

to be released with

out pa7J�ent.
Histor,y was taithful to record the :fanatical 'behavior of Fifth
Monarch-men and the persecution of the Friends in connection Yith their

radical uprisina.

It was also taithtul to tully

exonerate

the Friends

When .. • • some o f the Fifth Monarch-men were put to death be
cause of
so called, that
they did the
right, that they cleared them openly from b.avinl a hand in, or any
lmowledp of their plot..
and other evidences
the l:!dng,
beins continually importuned thereunto, to issue forth a decl.a.ration
at liberty without paying fees,l3
that the
should

blessins..

open acquittal of Frien<:hs and their release from

prison

caused a new turnina of mgland to the truth as held by Friends.
with
reprisal from the recognized Church structure.

'l'he Fifth Monarch-men

were gone but the attempt of the Friends to promote the goepel of
Christ was discouraged in the town pulpit and lawtully prohibited by
Royal and Parliamentary decree ..

and relevant to note the three pl."'eCeding groups.
The Mends Movement was brought to the
the travail of a spiritual quest..

The

moment

of birth �

Hol-1' Spirit was acknowledged to

be the sooroe of its life and effective ministr:f.

Likewise, the Level

lers, the Diagers, and the Fifth P.fonaroh-men professed a close k.inship
with

the Hol7 Spirit.
As

Spiritual. Gifts, the Hol,;y' Spirit

noted

took occasion, b7 certain
power and truth.

sanctified

nat'W:'al

abilities, to demonstrate

The foregoing groups each claimed to be "sent

onestt of the Hol.7 Spirit with a particul.a.r political ambition.

Each

attempted to unit, �ticism and democratic principles into a cohesive
govel"'!'lmental entity.
Thus

the following conclusion was

of the Early Friends Movement there was a conscious effort to avoid
the errors of the Levellers, the Di8'89rs and the Fitth !l.onarch-men
while retaining the passion for the dipity of all men and yieldedness
to the Holy Spirit.

OF GEOinE

T'ne lite of' George Fox was included

this study because he was

the recognized founder and leader of the Society of Friends.

and work has been explored in search of theological doctrine
ernmental objectives.
pronouncements.

life
gov-

However, his life was more than cold objective

He was a man of' emotion and personal conviction who

sought scriptural relevance for his society.

Because

convictions

were apparent in his preaching and writing • the search for spiritual.
gifts utilized the following pattern; Early Life

and

Conversion9 t·1ani

festation of Spiritual Gifts, Death and Summary.

I.

Ever;y century

EARLY LIFE AND CONVERSION

had its great leaders, its independent

thinkers and its religious pioneers,

no exception..

the seventeenth century was

This century witneased a religious a:wakening which had

a profound influence upon the life of England and consequently over
the Continent and the New World

with

its new and tar-flung frontiers.

The leaders of past centuries have stood out as giants among men,
such as the Reformation leader,

Luther, the Dutch theologian,

Jacob Arminus and the Scottish evangel, John. Knox.

The seventeenth

century also had a personality to distinguish its religious upheaval

the person ot George Fox.

George Fox

liM

an unpretentious person who possessed a mapetie
could

illumination to the witten \lord of God
tianit;r
scripture

doctor '�><ith

tion ..
tools ..

mat
God's

Bible

�1a8

knowledge ot it

cover

soon

upright

l:aachel Knight,
l923)t P• 18.

�Founder ,2! g�ert,e�

{New York: Doran eo ••
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Christophe� and Mar,y Fox were conscientious in their attempt to
rear their family under the int'luence of Godliness , both within the
home and by faithful worship habits.

William Penn notes the home in-

fluence of George Fox in
aell;t:eJ!lctE�a of honest and sufficient pal"'(m.ts, who endeavored
to b�in.g him up , as they did the rest of their children, in the
same 'daY and wo�ship of the nation; especially his mother, who
was a woman acc�liehed above most o f her degree in the place
ilfhere
lived ., 3
ea�ly life o f Fox was a strange mixture o f loneliness and

social niingling..

Hie childhood days were spent in serious

answers to life 's provoking questions.

Concerning

for

childhood Fox

When I came to eleven yaa.rs o f age, I knew pureness and right
eousness ; for while I was a child I was taught how to walk to be
kept pure. The Lord taught me to be faithful in all things
to act faithfully two wasrs, viz. inwardl7 to God and outwardl7 to
man, and to keep to •yea ' and 'nasr t in all things. 4
Fox was desirious to know truth, and God led him to leave his
family in 1635
bler • a helper and also cared for cattle and sheep.
honesty

diligence ,

2John L .. Nickalls, ( ed .. ) , !he Journal
The University Press 9 1952) . P• l.
3 Ibid . xxxix .
4Ibid .

PP •

1,2.

5 I'bid. P • 2 .

TER
pORTLAND CEN

UBRARY

Because o f his
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period o f

from 1635 to 1647

"".ro........w

o f human counsel and worldly
attempting to

unravel

cover peace

��

minist er

did not

frustrated soul .

to dis�
{The

used to denote any

i . e . paid

particular denomination . )

to

1611-6

local priest and counselled
tual

>'Ieight o f

did

-"" in solitude

u""''"...

company of professors and

a term

the

tobacco

t'Uled witb the despair

spent many

a confused

mil1d by'

word

wit::H!lom .

was

with

him concerning his spiri-

The

to take

to which FOx

sing
!

love

was

not in

was a thing I
to

an

I

not

to
see with a_
professed Christians were in .realiey

not all
ueJ�;Levt:�:·ili:$

was

also made to

that Cambridge

produc-

for Christ ..

ing a
His family
worship ..

1647

vastly

troubled by

was

practice

State Church. the Ranters , or
o f the

He

was

believer was one

waa 'tlm:-suall.E�a.

in belief

to joill

directed in

by the

various politioall;r motivated groups

161�>7

to go into Derbyshire

in

eountey and .I!Ome areas of Leicestershire: and Not:ln.ghamshire where

Paak.

Fox

3.5

, he

..

•

"

met with a tender people, and a very tender woman whose name
Elizabeth Hooten; and with these I bad some meeti.np and dis
courses.. But rq troubles continued, and I was often under great
temptation, 7
waJS

Hav:lrts seen that Oxford and

Cambridge

ministers of Christ, he relinquished
or

satisfaction

senting

sroups

from

f!JU:'J;',f

could not produce .fit

fond notions of securing help

the priests and looked more and more to the dis

whoch were sprinsins up across lihgland.. Having lost

all

And when all m:1 hopes in them and in all men were gone, so that
I had nothins outwardly to help me, nor could tell what to do , then,
Oh then, I heard a voice which said, tThere is one, even Christ Je
sus, that can apeak to thy condition, • and when I
it
heart
did
for joy.. Tb.en the Lord did let me see why there was none
upon the earth that could speak to fJf1 condition. namely, that I mi
ght give him all the glory ;B
the life
He

of
ship

to

saw

that repentance through faith produced spiritual
he had become an heir to the Kingdom of Ood.. His

Christ

heart being open to

spiritual

that Christ was meant
but He

was

intended

to

to

In

by

be more than a Saviour

be

the .Spirit to see

from

the guilt of sin,

Lord

not hesitate to profess that
spirit.

light , he was led

in

did
Jesus Christ he bad become perfect in

defense of Christian Perfection,

Fox

stated in his

��.:

At last they asked me whether I was sanctified. I saidt •Sancti
fied? yes • , for I was in the Paradise of' God . They said, bad I no

�:t'?�C!·

P•

9.

8Ibid. p .. ll.
-

• Sin? • said I , • Christ
ain?
i n him then i s no sin. ' 9
The pronouncement of this message led to the second of' Fox • s liDU1y im-

prisonments.

Thus he gave witness to the truth of perfection i n Derby

in October of 1650 and was convi cted as a blasphemer on October 30th of

The following excerpt from his Jol.U"llal allows the reader some
glimpse of this truth which had long been hidden from the eye s of' nat-

The law of the Spirit orosseth the fleshly mind , spirit and will ,
which
not
wi t..'lrl.n the law of the
in
•
Spirit • • • The law of God takes hold upon the law of sin and death;
but
law
fai th , or the la\t of the Spirit of life ,
the
love of God , and which comes by Jesus (who is the end o f the law for
,
free
the law
death
itJ:lltEiOU:snEtss '
• • • i f ye join to the spirit and sene God i n i t , ye have liberty
works .lO
victory over the f'1esh and

Satisfaction of th& apirltual. quest was not to become an end in
the personal life of George Fox .

There was a burning convicti on within

that his commission was to share this glorious

ot liberty with

those who
overwhelming
but had

•

A

of'

seen in the fol·

concern

lowing statement :

that
And I heeu:'d
a woman in
twenty da;rs., and I travelled to see her; • •
to her what I had from the Lord, I left her,

9I'bid . P• 51 .

10�.

PP•

16,17,18 .

•
•

two and
and when I had spoken
•

•

and passing on I
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·,·:ent among the profassors at Dukinfield and Manchester •

some
uere con.vinced, who l."eeeived the Lord • s teaching, by which they
were confirmed and stood in the T.ruth . ll
..

•

The ministry o f Fox was not limited to any specific strata o f
social life o r religious group .

He spoke and reasoned lvith priests .

professors and dru.nka..rds , state church and dissenting groups .

His

ministry was broad and immediately began to produce converts as well
as criticism.
Fox received special illumination in 1647 by which he was to
understand the written Word of God through the immediate work of the
Holy Spirit .

In relating this initial opening which occurred a t the

place of Br<mghton in Leic<;stershire , he exclaimed :
For in that day the Lord ' s power bega..."l to spring, e'\nd I had
great opening in the Scriptures . And s everal were convinced in
those parts , and were turned from darkness to light , and from the
power o f Satan unto God, and his power they did receive and by it
many were raised up to praise God . l2
The unique ministry o f Fox was not immediately made known to him
as he wandered England ministering and giving messages o f light through
personal illumination o f the Spirit o f God .
the work of Fox through a man named Brown .

The Spirit began to unfold
Fox stated:

There was one Brown , who had great prophecies and sigh.t upon his
death-bed of me. And he spoke openly o f what I should be made in
strumental by the Lord to bring forth. l3
The work o f the Lord fell upon Fox and he declared :

11
.
� P• 18 .
12ro id . I• · 19.
13Ibid. p. 20 ..
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I was Vt!i'r:f much altered in countenance and person as if my bod7
had been new moulded or c�. And while I was in that condition,
I had a sense and discerni.ns civen me b)�' the Lord , throusn which I
saw plainl)l' that when DJan)l' people talked of God and Christ etc . 9
the Serpent epoke in them; but thia was hard to be bome. l �

spiritual.
gifts which were evident in Fox ' s life and ministry and to relate those
ministrations to the growth
England, the Continent,
from

development o f the Societ7
the New World.

'rhus attention

J!'.roiends in
turned now

the mere biographical. data of hie itinerant miniatey to observe the

specific number and operation o f spiritual gifts in his life ..
Miracles, observed

mands upon George

if miracles were not forthcoming, this would of itself disprove

tentiona.l deceiver.

It was evident , then, that he was expected to jus...

tit) the claims o f direct illumination b)�' the credentials of miracle
working.. l5
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Word of Wisdom

to abound

in Fox and must be

as a con-

tributing factor in the successful ministration of all subsequen:t gifts.
!fhe followins excerpt is a notation from his bock o f Miracles :
There are several aspects of Fox ' s attitude which prevent his be
lief in miracles from becoming extreme miracle-mongering or even
gross egotism. The incidents verge on the one hand upon naturalis
tic medical cures, on the o ther upon pure13' spiritual services o f
encouragement . l6
�tby
timely wisdom of

was noted

:faet t�..at

in

not

repudiate legitimate medical
was held fast
means of restoration.

spent
total ministey
the various sifts , they were

this
.. .. . new

or

d.Uigent in the
session and exercise

this

Fox expreused care and c.nrersipt for those who had :r�eived the

l

6f9!<!.·

45 ..

l7Jamieson, Fausset and !:!.!.::�� �.�ta!]; (Hartford : s. a.
Scranton Co .. ., n .. d . J'�"' P • 287.

'!hough :rou see little , and know little,
littl<l'l, and see
nakedness , ed barrenne ss, and unfruitemptiness ,
your own tmliOrthfulness ,.
see the
of
love
God
iness ; it is
Lig'ht that discovers all this, and
to :rou , and it is that \'fhich is immediate, but
dark understand
ing eannot comprehend it . So, wait upon
pure,
in that which
f"'>till in it eve't.'if one,
in ifOttr
see rour Saviour, to make rou free from that Wioh the Lipt doth discover to
you to be evil .. .. • So meet
ill ':Je that
Lord God
and think upon his Name .l8
:rour

Trade meetinp ot doctors., tailors, sho�ers , carpenters , vint
ners and school.masters were conducted fer the purpose of discovering

the formation and continuation of such conventions.
Fox • s ministr, and wide personal appeal began to attract men from
various vocational backgrounds..
indispensible quality, for

Bere again wisdom

succeeded

in

vllllB

displa':Jed as an

blending wide eultural ., soc-

ial and educational backll"'tmds into a cohesive and workable unit, the
Societ,- of Friends ..
wrote concerning the work of the Lord in 1652 :
.b.d Judge Fell , tor all their opposition, let the meeting be kept
'\liaS settled there in the Lord • s
his house,
a FMt
power, to the tormeating o f' the priests and professors ( 'l'lhich has
remained
t\'1enty years to this day) , he beit\g
of the
Trutb. l9

....,.,�:sar!fl�:�.eJ. '1.\tke , Selections From � !e.�.�l e!f! !!! Ge!JrM, !!!, (P.bila•
delphia: J\.!!!o
!s ciation ot Friends JOr"""The Diffusion Ot Religious and Use21-22 .
ful Knowledge f 1858 ) ,
19Nickal.l.s , .22•

!.!!.• ,

p . 119 ..

word of Truth resulted in

Truth; and they both became minister$
they were a 1120
The key to the rapid success

gentl,y lead me along, and did let me see his love,
The Lord
which 't�B.S endless and eternal, and surpasseth all the knowledge
in
th&t men
natural state, or can get by history or books ;
.. ..
not fello\..rship with � people, priest , or professors ,
nor
o f separated people, but with Christ, who hath the Key,
and
door of light and life unto me. 2l
The display of God ' s wisdom was observed in a letter dated 1666 ,

in grace .

lie exhorted :

All lips muat be pure , and hand$ clean, that confess the Lord
............. Chris t ;
all tongues and eyes single to God
one to
the Lord ' s business in the Truth,
be
another; and all
given up to
and in it servins the Lo rd God
newness
life ..
is pure;
..
•
• 01
live in the
hope, which purifies )"QU as
which hope is Christ ; .. .. . Christ , who is the same
as He was
yestel'day. 22

20.�1:?.•

P• 124..

21tiJiclmlls , 9.2•

!!!_.. ,

11-12 .

42
made unto us wisdom .. ., (I Corinthians 1 : 30)

Fox

was willing to rest his

reality ..
Word o f Kn��led!e

The personal , or direct illumination which came to Georse Fox may
be likened to the restoration which s eized the heart and soul of Martin
Luther some one-hundred-tllirty years previous on the Continent and

50

Biblical truth, but had merel7 uncovered Scriptural truth buried under
human

tradition and political expediency.

Fbx

neither invented nor dis-

permitted to become God ' s chosen

covered a new principle, but

the hope that Jesus ��st alone could master the spiri-

Spiritual illumination
tiVe

Ul"'l)CE�SI!

but

was

not the product

the

educa-

rewlt of the supernatural God working in a super-

or Cambridge
The Lord opened unto me that being
at
was not enough
fit and qualify men to
ministers of Christ :
I atranged a t it because it was the common belief of people.23
Concerning his knowledge

truth and spiritual re&lities Fox

wrote in 1648 :
These things I did not see b;r the help of man, nor b;r the letter,
thoup they are written in the letter, but I saw them in the lipt

23I'bid. p .. '( ..

o f the Lord Jesu.s Chr:tst 9 and by
immediate Spirit
power , as
did the holy men o f God, b1 whom the Holy Scriptures were written ..
Yet I had no slight esteem o f the Hoq Scriptures , but the7 were so
very precious to me , for I was in that spirit b7 which thEW' were s:Lv
en :forth, and �hat the Lord opened in me I afterwards found was agree
able to them .,2'"�'
Fox concluded his presentation or this gift o f spiritual insight in the
following declaration :

I could ap�� much of these things and many vol��es mignt be writ
ten but all would prove too short to set forth the infinite love ,
wisdom, and power o f God, in prepw:'ing, fitting, and furnishing me
for the servic e he had appointed me to ; letting me s ee
depths
Satan on th e one hand, and opening to nle on the other hand, the di
vine 1!!1Sterles of his own everlasting kinsdom ,. 25
The (!!Vidence o f this gift �tJas actively demonstrated in

16.51

Lord directed a trooper to acme
quire o f

lost condition

while
in-

Fox ..

•
..
,. I spake to his condition and opened his understanding, and
God in himself ; and I
settled
mL'!ld in the light and spirit
told him. that which showed him his sin and troubled him , for it
him. hie
;
that
a man
is
would
he that takes it f1irla'3•
So the Lord • s power opened to ld.m , so that
understanding of the Lord • s truth and meresoldiers
began to speak ooldb in his quarters amongst
,....., ,.. ., ,.._,
Truth .. 20

a &l'!'eat \'Ieight
not rely
the instructions o f men , but as be stated �

�Nickalls,
·

!.'e.• .ill.• ,

25Ibid
.
-

:;4 ..

61.!>�d:·

64.

2

27£_�1· p .. ll ..

p ..

J.
:;'"�'•

nr res.rar.1ea the priest less:'27

Gift of Faith
The reader is reminded that this gift did not refer to the fact
of saving faith but rather the faith which would r emove mountains if
that should fall into the providence of God . 28
The study did not reveal a:o::f unusual d emonstrations o f this gift ..
It was most assuredly evidenced that Fox was a man of sreat faith else
else the task which he undertook '!<IOuld have failed ..
faith and its reeultant effect in the life o f the 'believer , but this
was the faith which saves from sin as an act and qu.alit:r; not the faith
which would remove

mountains .

G�ft o.� He;alinl
The gift of healing was used l!!lxtensive].y throughout the life of
T"Ae manifestation of this gift va.s demonstrated on two

Fox • s ministry.

levels , both of which

accepted as qualified expressions of that

One was noted as spiritual healing and the second was phyaical

gift.

or bodil;r healing..
George Fox saw the deep need of the human heart and perceived
this need was far more weight;r than the pb.;rsical handicaps of an;r one
person ..

He also

saw

that much pb.;rsical suffering and ailment was in

direct ratio to the spiritual need o f the same person.

For thol\ie who

were distraught , he counselled them to find peace of heart and mind in
preference to treating only the outward manifestation of the spiritual

28�,

P•

8.

disalignment.

This philosophJ was discovered to have been employed and

i t �vealed the close �lationehip of the physical to the spiritual .
The following quotation is an extraction from a letter

by

Fox to

Lady

Elizabeth Cla;ypole , the daughter of Oliver Cromwell .
And now as the principle of God in thee hath been transgressed ,
come to i t , • • • There thou wilt come to nceive and feel the
peysician of value which clothes people in their right mind where
by they may serve God and do his will • • • The same light which
lets you see sin and tr.!lU'lSgression will let you see the covenant
o f God which blots out sin
transgression, which gives victory
and dominion over i t and brings into covenant with God • • • • •
So i n the name and power of Lord Jesus strengthen thee. 29

The second manifestation of the gift
specifi c experience in which the sick

and

healing referred to that

infirm we� made whole by the

word of faith spoken from one entrusted with

the

gift of healing.

The healing ministry of Fox \iJI'as manifested early in his Chris
tian service.

As early as 1649 , while a prisoner at Nottingham, a

woman was brought to him who had been possessed by demons for thirtyHer priest had pra;yed

three years .

The

veranee .

I..ord

fasted in vain for her deli-

spoke to her and declared:

sanctified people.

liaste ,

and

go tor

thy

n

Arise , tor

I

have a

redemption draweth night."30

The following lengthy quotation from Cadbury ' s , Georse l!"'ox' s
Book

g.t ..,
}ft r..a..,
., el....
ea ,
...

praise o f

..

Hie

....

recalled how God dealt with that condition t o the

glory:

And when I came out of prison I bade Friends have her to Mane
field.
And at that time our meetings were disturbed by wild peo
ple , and both them and the professors and priests said that we

2

9cadbury ,

S!.:e.•

30Ibid. P • 121 .

9!!• ,

PP• 113-114 .

prophets and deceivers
that there was �r.1tohoraft
were
amongst us. And the poor woman would make such a noise in roaring
sometimes lying along upon her belly upon
t:P'O'Uild
with her
spirit and roaring and voice , and would set all Friends in a heat
from our
and sweat .. • .. And so she affrightened the
i:ngs.. And then they said if that they were cast out o f her while
well 1 then they would say that we
she was \dth ua, and ·�1ere
were o f God .. This said the world, and I Rid 'before that she would
overcome by
were many
be aet
came out of her, roaring and tumbling on
her with the stink
was worse than ever
the ground..
the aa'lle
then another
about her, and about the first hour the
rose
it was
sh.e rose
countenance
and became wh�.te
before it "WaS wan
so
sat down at
and lift up
ea.rtlv.. And
thigh as ! we.s
.. .. .. and
her hands
said, 'Ten thousand praises to the
so she was well .. 3l

And then the world ' s professors, priests and teachers never
• or \dtobes
could call us a.� more
prophets,
after, but it did a great deal of good in the countey amons the
people
relation to
Truth,
to the stopping
of thE� world and slanderous upersions. 32

Fox

was faced in 1652 with a demon problem in LancastE�:r..

Those

he referred to as rude and baser people, brought to him cm.e possused
with satanic powers.

The crowd had intended for him to inflict pb7si

cal punishment upon Fox 'but thE� Spirit o f Christ rosE� up in Fox and he
remonstrated with them..

His Journal rE�corded�

But I was moved to spli!t1k to them in the Lord • s mighty- power
a lamb
1,rhich chained him and them, which brouftht him
and I made him confess to the Truth and the light o f Jesus Christ.
So
Lord. ' s
came over all , so as tie parted in love and
•

31Ibid.

PP•

121-122 ..

32Ibid .. P• 122 .

•

•

The

work o f Friends was not dependent upon the performance of' the

In 1653 , after having been imprisoned at Carlisle in Cumberland,

a

woma.n

was brought to him whose mind had failed , and was healed.

In

another instance , a woman in Cumberland who had attempted to kill her
famiJ.7 , beins veey insane , was brought to

Fox; he p�ed for her, "And

the Lord ' a po'l>ter wrought through her and ahe went home well. n:;4
The public acc eptance and growth o f the Society- o f Friends was
demonstrated at Bawkshead in the year 1653 .

Fox

rel.ated in his

Journal :

And there was a boy J.7ing in the cradle which they- rocked, about
eleven years old. He was grown almost double .. • • I bid the lass
wash his face and his hands and get him up and bring him unto me .. ..
then I was moved o f the Lord God to J.q rq hands upon him and speak
to him , .. .. • And sometime after , I called at the house, and met his
mother but did not light.
'Oh s tay • , sa7 she , 'and have a meeting
at our house for all the countey is convinced b,y the great miracle
that vas done b,y thee upon rq son , . .. . all the country would come
to hear if I would come back ap.in and have a meeting there . ' And
the bo7 was grown to be a strailbt , full ,-outh then. 35

The wonders and miracles which were performed served as a witness
to the Truth36 as preached b,y Fox.

He stated in 16.55 : "and many were

turned from the darlmess to the light .. . .. and great miracles by the

33Nicl.mlls , .2E.•
34Ib:td.
- p ..
35Ibid.
-

PP•

ill• ,. P•
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1?1 .
171-172 .

36rrut h is capitalised here becaus e Fox did this in his writings.

Wctrk�

of

!f.i.:.,acl;e!l'

This gift was seen to b e closely associated with healing and did
not appear as an important element in the ministry of George

Fox

..

The

miracle aspect was present in Fox: • s ministry, but appeared under the
beading o f healinp or propheci es .

This gift , i t should b e reOI.il.lled , dealt with two phases or aspects
o f public ministry..

First , the abUity to foretell in relation to fu-

ture events, and second, to deliver the message o f God in an authoratative , straight forward manner.

Enduement o f power which rang with the

tone of 11tlnus saith the Lord" became the symbol o f the prophet. 38
The foretelling ministry o f
standing portion o f his labor.

Fox

was important , though not an out-

When the occasion arose or the situation

demanded eucb. action 9 he appeared to possess this gift and was faithful
in its exercis e .

Three widely separate accounts were noted in defense

o f his possession and practice o f this gift ..
The ministry had carried

Fox

in 1652 from Bal.by , to !iottingham

shire , to Kent and into Gainsborough where this gift was first publicly
d emonstrated..

His ministry in the market place resulted in debate with

professors and disputers .

37Ibid.
-

P•

223 ..

"Disputersn was a term Fox used to describe

claimed :
That I said I t-nas Christ and had brought a-� witnesses to
prove it • .. •
And so I called him Judas , • • • So I told him
again that he was Judas and that it was the word of the Lord and
end should be his . . . .. but this
of Christ to him, and Judtus
Judas went away and hanged himself shortly after. 39
•

tion with the affairs of state ..

Fox

declared that civil rebellion

the state if the leadership did not become obeditmt
unto God

as

the
and \'ilriting,
I
by
,
several po\!fe:rs . both in Oli.ve:r' s time and after; .. . . by rejecting counsel , l!l..'!lti slighting
visitations o:r love te them, I
ws moved nov19 before they were quite overt'l.ll'n e d, to lay the�
backsliding, hypocrisy, and treacherous dealing before them.
'!'he third outsta.�ding prophecy occurred in 1671 during his visit

Fox sought the Lord and replied :

"And I told them then it was matter

of faith; the Lord • s power and spirit was placed betwixt us and
The ship was spared

from

p .. 96
"
,

4oP.?i<\..

P•

41�1�..

p .. 593 .

361 ..

him . "41

attack a.nd sometime later the report came to

Fox

attackers

the biggest in the

world,

once upon

her; and

all that

th.8.t ship that

brass nor tirJding symbol but rathe:t" a trumpet

a:'!

there was a spirit in

individualist of

he could do , n42

God

produced a

did not

first

u.se

qu,':ll::tty

took oce.-asion to

ability to
of a

prophet

the

".!:a.s

165.5
And this iJ.!I the

in the "'·'""''""'"'
of
Lord God to thee.
to his gloey
of God, that with
thou mayest be
and order his creatures to his gloey.. And be s till and silent from
tb1 O"��<'n wisdom, t..'it , emtt, subt:Uty, or policy that would
in
thee , but stand
to tl:u') Lord, without any
to teyselt. Then
God will bleas
p�er thee in his ways ; thou �.<lilt feel his
�
blessing in tey generation. '
of

li:t'e

his gift of setting

forth Truth..

In

the city of'

Radnorshirer, he

was

51
Spirit to

by

to a

•

And at last I felt the power o f the

went over them all and

' s everlasting life and truth shined over all •

the

•

•

were turned that
to the
Christ and his
all ·�vere
dovm n."lder the power o f God . • $ lf-�·
In

1657

t eaching ,

the Spirit to enter Scotlru1d

Fox was
Jesus .

in the Name o f the

preach

u1 fulfilling this call-

\tlhile

he discus s ed the

in Kirk-

of election

oonsid-

and

with

intilloek,

And many

stated :

erable

was mad e to open to the p eople the folly o f their
•

•

•

�

And the p eop e were
4
them . J

•

o f life riz up

to s e e • a�d a

Fox was t h e simple Biblical

voice d

The
·truth in '<lhich he declared
mind

Hen by their

the

personal

Christ as

Lord .

to

s try carried him t o Holland ,

receiving the

the narJeremiah was raoved

Nation s ; s o was
the \lest Indies ,

o f the New England Colonie s .

, and to

PP •

to the Spirit

As the

the

to deliver his

it came by

o f Fox carried

The p:t'ophetic
r01:1

reason h.ad not the Ligh t ,

the state o f the heart a.7ld provided

light

the Spirit .

Light o f Cl�ist was come into the world .

316-17 .

Fox t s mini'

Sco tland ,

52

sea.value of this
service

was

not

lil:llh colonil:llt ..

to 'be understood entirely by his miniatey to the
B e wa s concerned with the work beins carri ed on

amon

g

16'73 , while on the eastern shore

the Indian tribes o f tiew F.AS].and,.

In

(as he referred to their chiefs) ..

The meeting

vas

long

They were vttl':f attentive a:nd sober
loving and sat all the
meeting, grave and soberl3 beyond many. .. •
it was a great
service and we had a very good meeting \d.th them, blessed
the
Lord forever, Amen .. 46
gift

o f the Spirit ' s control .

isolated to a

There appeared a quality o f holy

period of

life but it appeared throusnout his
his prophetic proclamations
the

Christ .

46rbid ..
-

of

The

lightly
and early Friends

of

these

the fact

were rr.rought through the pow-

er of
charges �inst Fox included his use o f enchanted bracelets
and pillows . while others were accused of more destructive
of
magic .. That Fox believed he could discern � others an evil spirit
or even witchcraft is sufficientl7 attested . �7

Fox referred to this gift and ita bestowment upon him in these
words :
a sense and discerning
me by
Lord, throu�1 which
plainly that '#"hem, mmv people talked of God and
Christ� ....
etc . , the Serpent
in them ; but this was hard to be borne,. lfO
I

I

s.a\'1

spoke with sureness

the conviction

God

placed the cloak
such a gift .

be

The contrast
n!

11\:rt.lt this

1 : 6) ,
Althousn

\\laB

am

a child, " (Jere-

hard to be borne .. "49

was heavil7 charged with responsibility, Fox accepted

felt

to carry

gift of dis-

the faithful

' but

Fox was

47Cadbury, :!e•

ill• ,

48tackalls • !2.•
p ..

21.

ill•

p .. 9.5 .
pp .

2o-21.

also evident as was shown by the following account from hie Journal :
And I asked her if she had � cream, • • • but she denied it
also . And there stood a churn in her hous e ; and a little boy put
hie hand into the churn . .. . and plucked it dow before my face ,
..
•
.. and e o i t manifested the woman t o b e a liar.
The woman was
amazed and took the child and whipped it sorely, and blessed her
self; but I reproved her for her lying and deceit .50
Prior to his 16.53 imprisonment at Carlisle on a false charge of
blaeph�9 Fox preached at Cockermouth steeplehouee after which a wickM
ed

woman ,.

unknown to him, caught hie attention..

He reproved her in the

I cast my eye upon an unclean woman and told her she was a witch ..
And I was moved in the Lord ' e power to speak eha..-.,ly to her and ao
ahe went out o f the l:'OOm ; and people told me that I had discovered
a great thing, for all the country looked upon her to be a witch. 51
Similiar experiences were traced to Swarthmore Ball in 1653 ,
where God opened the inner qualities of the heart to Fox and he saw
through the external facade o f persona not known to him.
Fox to

God enabled

blend admonition with love and :tt resulted in the Kingdom of

Christ being erected.

After having rebuked one

of life , ahe

and we converted to God.

ed,

woman

11Afterwarda this

woman

for her

manne r

Of her it was repor�

came to be convinced of God • a Truth, and

remained a Friend . n52

K�da

o f Toneel!!.
The contempora.r;,r outburst of "strange tongues" has led some to

50,Ibi_5!.

P•

77.,

51Ibid. p .. 155 .
52 Ibid. P• 156 .
-

55
that the early
a gift .

r�tovement was also the

o f such

This s tudy did not disc o v er any recorded evidence which would

clearly substantiate such

111as no evidenc e

Fox t o
such a

•

he ever practiced

There vJas one recorded eas e in the life o f
in this thesis

as s e t

his name and ministry. 53

not appear to be a need for such a gift in the

There
o ±' the

the

of

one o f
the life and

was
of

lates the constant work o f the Society in
lar ,

, and Fox

particu
the mes-

of Truth .

to the

were

sage o f C��is t , as held
ministrJ and

The direction

o f Truth was note d

The
��J���w!��xi�l·� ,

Mansfield ,

1651

t¥hile

visited

and

Truth \!/as proclaimed in the

o f the Holy Spirit , resulting

c onversion

Friends l eaders such as James I�ayler

and tiilliam

the follovting

p.

?8 .

the

I
preachir,.g
repentance and the word o f life to them, and went into the countey
James Na;rlar lived• where
T'.p.omas Goodabout Wakefield
and William Dewsbuey
man;r more v1ere eonvinced.,54

the gift of

an

a.poatle

illwnination o f the Scripture by the Holy Spirit.
was never content

with

merel;r a reasonable and philosophical
was

soul

said,

a fire t�ch gripped his heart

"And if I aa;r , I will not

mention
'fJ13'

it were

t;:;.t.·�:::m.J.!:\U
.
.!.

a

who heard the

man

heart as

20 : 9 )

Those

in "leather britches!! preach while in America in

1672 remarked concemins; his use of the Scriptures :

"He hath them at

his finprs • ends , and as a man should read them in a book and hold
it OPf!ln be fore him: .. u55
Thus

with

Georse Fox and the rise of the movement there came an

increased respect for and use o f the Scripture .

Fox was a student o f

the Scriptures and permitted his soul to be saturated b;r them.
allowed God to use not only His written Word but a.lao to speak through
a common man to the common needs of the da;y.

5 lttackalls, .!!.•
55.P.:>.i!�· p.. 636.

ill• ,

p.. 73·

natural

Christian activity.
the great doctrines relating

1679 ;

Spirit upon all nash
Testament ;.57
the American Indian was seen in his visit
to tiorth America in 1672 .
men.

-----·--��

He preached to

miles , on the 9th day of the 7th month ( Sept .. ) , to take our long
journey through the woods towards i4ar7land.. So we hired Indians ,
for it was upon me to pasa through the woods on the other side of
es among the
Dela'!��Ue Bay, .. .. .. When w e had passed about forty
Ind:!a.ns , we declared the � of the Lord to them,5

The cross b eing minded, it makes a separation from all other
lovers , and brinp to God; and the ground o f evil thoughts comes
to be opened t which cross overturns the world in the heart , and
must be taken up by all who follow Jesus Christ , out o f the lt/Orld
which hath an end , into the world which is without end .. 59
Upon returning to England from an extended visit to the American
Colonies ,

J.ibx

W&S

moved to declare in Bristol in

16?3 :

God \>�as the first teacher,
..
• The eerpent wae the second,
•
•
•
.. . . Christ was the third teacher; o f whom God saith, '1'his is rq
beloved Son , • • • hear ye him ' ; • • • So the Son of' God is to be
heard in all things , who i s the Saviour and th e :Redeemer; and bath
laid down bis life , and bought his sheep with his blood . .. . . We
resolve to hear the Son, as both he and tbe Father c ommand , and 1n
hearing the Son we hear the Father also , as the Scripture testifies . 6o
•

eluded with the charge was an accusation stating he had declared the
Lord ' s Supper and Baptism to be unlawful .

His answer b ecame a state

ment of doctrine or teaching.
As for the word unlawful , it was not spoken by me , but the
sprinkling o f infants I deny, and there i s no Scripture that so

.58Nickalls ,

.!J?.•

59Tuke • !E.••

ill,

6oNickalls , .2:2•

cit . t P •
..

6}2.

, p .. 27.

!!!• ,

PP•
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epeaketh o f a sacrament ; 'but the baptism that is in Christ with
one spirit into one body, that I con:feee.q and the bread that the
the body of Christ and the cup that they drink ia
break
the blood o f JeGUs Christ . this I witneaa . 61
Th e statement o f his faith vas a confirmation of the direction
which had come to him on the occasion of his conversion.

Fox eaid t

*Tha.t which people do trample upon must be thy food . ' • • • and
he opened it to me how that people and professors did trample upon
the life, even the life o f Christ was trampled. upon; • • ..
ao
d underfoot the blood o f
tra
Son o f Ood , which blood was rtt:f
life.

�

The teaching of Fox was not limited to formal statements of doctrine 'but much teaching vas accospl.iahed throup preachine:..

Francis

Howgill , Ed.ward Burrough , James Parnell, and John Audland were con-

doctrines or
these were reneetions of the Truth as taught by Georse Fox .
iant Sixtyn became the "Publishers o f Truth . ''

The "Val

Throughout l!iigland the

eff'ectiveness of the Truth was seen and by 1655 fifty--thousand persons
had come to be convinced o f that Truth.
coneernina

Fox in

his preface to the

William Perm spoke as follo\IJS

Journal:

had an extrao� gift in opening the scriptures .. He
could go to the marrow o f things . and show the mind, harmony, and
comfort and
with much plainness
to
fulfillint£ of
edification . 63

61�..
62.!��4. ·

134 ..
P•

19 ..

63.�1_� . pp .. Xllll-XllV.

The methods which

Fbx

emplo�ed in his preachment were varied and

highly' unuS'!18.l. when compared with contempora:1:7 practic es ..
were observed in 1649 at Nottingham..

Such methods

Fox interrupted the priest in the

midst o f his meseage and gave an exhortation which ••a directed by the

Hol.J Spirit.

From

such methods he attracted the attention of the world

and was permitted to speak the Truth.

This practice was more ccmmonl�

accepted in 1649 than they would be �.

New I was sent to turn people from darkness to light that the�
might receive Christ Jesus, fer to as man� as should receive him
in his light, I saw that he would give power to become the sons
of God, which I had obtained by receiving Christ . 64
Thus his teaching

was

simply profound and not a confusion of V'a.in

philosophies and high notions "

He spoke the Scripture plainly., declar

ing the Lord Jesus to be the Living Word o f God capable of changing the
inner qualities of man • s depraved nature .

Coming to convincement of

Truth was the objective for which Fox preached.

He did not seek, ncr

did he attain , a place of popular acceptance , but he did remain faith•
fUl to the divine commission in spite of false accusations , imprison
menta and much physical suffering.

A small gift when considered humanly1 Fox sensed a spiritual de
sire

to

exercise this gift from time to time..

Hie

was , at least for a time , that of a shoe-cobbler.

means o f support
However, after hies

61

interested

for

an

i tinerant mini-

stey .
Upon one occasion in
noted to

reveal

the

;,Ni�l:1ll:lit:>.�ou.u

early life the following quotation vas
of the gift of helps.

Fox recorded

his Journal :
I would have gone and looked out tor poor

•

•

•

and have

given them money. 1\nd when I was invited to marriages, .. .. .. I
and visit them, and
would
they were poor , I gave them some
mone;y; for I had where�'i th both to keep myself .. • •
administer
something to the necessities of others., 65
The prison ministr.v of Fox was not only vocal and personal but
he also assisted in relieving the necessities of those who had been im-

not often mentioned, it was concluded tha.t Fox possessed this gift because he bore a responsible concern for others throughout his lite .
The subsequent miniatr.r of the Society i n Anti...S lavery expressions,
prison reforms , and upgrading of morality was in direct relation to
the expressions of Fox.

Goye£!!!n! t
The organizational structure o f the Friends f'lovement did not come
into being by accident nor by the ·or1oeE�ss of trial
ceived the direction for the establishment of the Monthly and Quarterly

Nutta.l

the
not his least remarkable faculty was his ability to
men to hi.mselt and to claim their entire and lite-long devot ion .
consi<ierahle
..
•
..
poaseased a robust cor11m0n sense
orpnimational powers .
It the Society or Frienda has had a con...
•
•
..
owes
no small meaatu.•e to the
tinuing
,
137stem o r monthl;r and quarterly meeting :tor 'bwlliness which Fox
eatablished.. 66

hand o r control

Internal
il1dividual

upon

with the responsibility

the Monthly

In

16.56

wrote a general epistle to all the established places o r worship with
direction that the let t er should be
stating:

your meeting

over all that which is in the fall

o r wisdom , but
to

also encouraged the fellowship

worship-

that
Friends doctrine vas the Priest-hood of believ-

erG , coupled with the concept that an individual posse ssing Truth and
Light vas capable o f making spiritual decisions.

Fox was villing to

trust the governmental structure into this same phUosopbl..
bership possessed the Christian responsibilit.f to govern.

The mem

Fbx
control..
all who

was led to establish a democratic

form of ecclesiastical

The governing o r the local meeting was the responsibUity or
were convinced o f Truth.

Again it should b e noted that Fox

attempted to preserve the right o f individual expression whUe at the
same time limiting that expression to the control of the Monthly, Quar
terly and Yearly Meetings..

Fbx was led to see the value of the Spirit • s

leadership over the corporate body o f the Church.
The responsibUity of the local congregation became more apparent
following NSl'ler ' s defection in 1656 and John Perrot • s rebellion again
st Truth in 1661.

The rebellion o f Perrot centered around the 'ttlat

frain from removing their hats during public prayer.

The meeting was

not in agreement and Fox stated:
Several that had run out with John Perrot and others, came in,
And thus the Lord * s power
.. . . and said �it was o f the Devil ,
came over a11. 68
•

•

•

This substantiated the fact that God ' a Spirit gave FOUP leading
and a spirit to discem the Truth, even though it was contrary to the
11supposed" leadership ot the single individual .

Fox did

to be his form o f government or establishment

meeting for he remark-

not claim this

ed in hia Journal :
• ' 1

.,,.

r

And the Lord opened to me and let me s ee what I must do, and
I must order and establish the l-ten 's and Woman ' e Monthly and
Quarterly Meetings in all the nat 9n1 and write to other nations ,
where I came not , to do the same.. 9

hot.;

68Ibid. P• 511.
69Ibid . P• 5U.

g

64
spiritual blessing attendant upon early Friends ministr.1 re

.sulted in
linea •

o f developing a structure to provide spiritual guide

The Monthly Meetinge were

gl1()wth and development of those in ita locality.

The Monthly Meetings ,

area.e , \'iere grouped into Quarterly Meetings

given
in relieving
shing

the spiritual

to care

o f Friends in prison

distribution o f literature .

in the publi-

Representatives were appointed

from the Quarterly Meetings to share in the disposition
Yearly (national and annual ) Meeting level .

166?

were

·!;he ms.ny EAgl.ish Colo-

Corrtinent

to those

Yearly Meeti:.."lg sent council

•

Pi:!

on

by

and gave
of Fox was nowhere more evident than in the system of

e�;e4:J.J.I.it,l
.Ic l

governmen:t he "•-as
aged the
porate

to formalize.

encour-

of

expression of personal concern but maintained the cor•
of

Spirit over

oong:regation.

One direct

tion of the Monthly
monish a.,.,_d exhort , ( such as walked disorderly or C<U"elessly, and not
accordi.ng to Truth) , and to take care of

•s gl.Or<J • n?O

general purpose o f the organizational structure was twofold :
one . the

s;rowth and

evanselical outreach of the movement

secondly ,

the conservation o f thoee alread.J" convinced of the Truth.

Fox

traveled throughout England in

166?

and

1668

\!lith the intent

65
of establishing the meetings and giving orsanizational instruction for
the direction of the Church.
He demons trated the workability of this organizational plan by
submitting himself to the direction of others.

1668

In

he felt moved

to enter London and continue his personal ministry in that city..

He

felt somewhat reluctant , for what reason he did not sa'�, and because of
this uncertainty, he spoke to Alexander Parker and several others seekin,; their judgment and the Spirit • s direction through them.
plied t

They re

And so we gave up to

"and they said it was upon them the same.

return to London, for which way the Lord moved us and led us we went in
his power. n7l

ings were being experienced in that city.

He discovered certain Friends

were not following directions which had been sent in

marriage and the practice o f Friends..

1653

concerning

Unbelievers had been permitted

to marry within the household o f faith and this was
standards of the Society and o f the Written Word.

a.

violation of the

Fox apin directed

that couples should be cleared before the Men ' s and Women • s }<teetings
prior to the consumation o r the marriage in the worship service of the

The system or checks and balances of legislative powers and con
trol prevented the Society from becoming dependent upon Fbx and his
direction.

This form drove each group to seek the direction and lead·

church
considered to be a-spiritual , but "Was seen as the means

imto reach fulfillment ..

lion

trained men to lead

the Society ..

III .

DEATH

retired to a
private home adjacent to the
cold

went to bed..

house..

There he complained

Ue grew worse and at approximately

9 : 30

of

a

p .. m. the

preacher in "leather britohes�t t'»'as called to rest from hia long
fruitful ministry.

His last words wert:! :

IV.

11I

am

clear,

I am ful.ly clear .. "72

Sll'MMAR!

George Fox was found to evidence the possession

72Ibid
.. p ..
-

752 .

•"''';"'""<;;'4-·

of a new

mn·�r-�ti>1'1·1::

were utilized for

likewise blessed with an abtutdance o f
eatablisl1m.ent

of the Spirit, was

tile hearts o f men eveJ:7Where .

Christ ' s

The gifts least evidenced in the ministry of Fox were :

Healing,

Teaehers l!
l:L11i ted occ�aal.OilS

this
"'""'"u"'.u"'

ex.erc�:J.E>e

of the gift o f Apostleship..

\11a.B

closely

u.�::�l�\.>��

though

his

�::mJI\':f
I•
tJ'"

seit":Ottaary to
regeneration ..

mel:JS!ltll:e o f

of Fox \:�ere t Prophecy,
Discerning

Spirits , Apostleship

these gifts was the g.ift of Wisdom.

Foundatiorud to
Of these , Apostleship, i . e ..

preaching or declaring fJ!ruth, we� the outstanding gift.,
pheey

to
A

mm1

of Man1 and

Fox u.Ged p�

the ministry- of
abilities ,

the value of human yieldedness to personal possession and direction of
the Holy Spirit.

68

A � of Fox • s life and ministey led to the following statements z

A.

The public ministry of Fox was found to employ nine specific

spiritual gifts.

Th� were :

Wisdom,. Knowledge, Healing, P:ropheC)t,

Disce-rning of Spirits , Apostleship• Teachers , Helps and Government.
B.

The material cited revealed the surrender o f lbx to whatever

direction the Spirit led..

His life was

lived by selfish motivation,

but by the principle of faithfulness to the Light o f Christ ..
c.
man

This

study brought into clear focus the importance of God • s

being endowed by the gift o f Wisdom.

This gift , though not ex

temal.l.y, i . e. emotionally demonstrated , was the foundation upon which
all other gifts were to rest.
D.

The faithful disposition of these gifts provided fertile soil

in ·.thieh to plant the Seed of God which Fox accomplished through his
powerful preaching.
E.

The gi ft o f Government was considered to be outstanding in

that it provided for a united expression
through the Society of Friends.

F.

Though suffering imprisonment

detoured from the conviction that

\<�aS

humiliation, Fox was not
led by the Holy Spirit ..

Bur:rough

,;�ork

life

\"<aS

for

young

of

because he was
the ministcy o f GE!orge

to Christ

Fox.

men

Burrough

a

to and con-

mind and an abundance of youthful
trolled by the Holy Spirit .

life

study

accol."'d-

ministry \f&S

Early Life &id Conversion , ��ifestation

ing to the follo�ling

and

of Spiritual Gifts ,

.;;>W!Will:IJ�":I

I.

begun in England under the leadership of George

The

who 111ere

not long in gaining

effort for the

as exerting

yield

was

i:nnuence as well

of

Protestant Reformation began under the leadership of Luther
in his concern

'but he was
ces

the able exponent

Ge�

th.eolosian , Philip Melanchthon , assisted

in the establishment of Lu.thern doctrine on the Continent.
George

Fox,

S:.tmilarly,

as was noted in the discussion of his lite and ministry •

gathered a group o f spiritually sensitive men whcm he commissioned to
preach the '!*ruth.

rough.

Included in this band of preachers was

Edward Bur

the ba:rony ot Kendal, il'l Westmoreland..

His parents were members or

the State �nuroh
national responsibilities.

hi8hl1 honorable.

They were

lation to

not to the satisfaction

on

was

wbject to

grit of

the

Christ ..

Fox
could

sou.ght

as follows :
Ra displayed much nmnlinesa ot clw.ractar at an earl¥ age, ab
staining in ;reat measure from the ordinacy amusements of youth,
evincina a relish for the c� qd conversation of pious

7l

•
•
.. e;oi:ng 011��
in 8even
sinsr, and rubble over a prayer ; whilst
lived
'dithout the
heareay and tmdition. 2

to

a ma.r1

I

\\.'aS

i

wanton and lipt , and
C"'d but

The conversion o f Edward Burrough came in 1652 at the age of

on a preaching tour..

Fox entered Kendal, and then passed. to

barrow where he ministered.

in the home of Miles Bateman .

Under

Burrough had

followed the ministry o f Fox from Kendal to Underbarrot¥ with a driving
quest

for

Truth.

Fox noted in his

.!.ctU�!:

Hand as I came on the "'iaY

s everal people came along with me , and �t disputing

I had with them ,

espec� with lild�d. Burrough, "3
Burrough

\l1a8

flippant anawers.

searching for Truth and was not satisfied '07 eaf!iJ',
Arter much discussion and Spirit-born conviction,

Edward 7!elded to the convincing Truth o f thtt Lisht of Christ ..
spiritual enlightenment

came

When

to this man, it resulted in personal in

volvement in declaring the Truth.

Burrough • s habit as a bof, of study-

lwul:tam and � Evans , Edward Burro
ful Servant of Christ and f�inister of th�
e
Gilpin, 1B51T; P• 1 . --- -=.

A Memoir of a Faith·

]i?;�.,-(Londan:-charles

,.

·

......
..
..... . . I

2 Ibtd. p. 2 ..

3John L .. I'lickalla , ( ed .. ) , � Journ.al
The U:r,.iversit;r Pres s , 1952 } , P• lll .
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G�re

�

(CacibridgEn

r.a�'lAtma

ministry ..

A """'�""'"" "'"""'"" ''""'"

00{1

both

of
city.

London

but

only
tho Truth. trmt Chr-l>Jt

spiritual

Howg1ll

a!!S

\!laS

\4af3 a

toge·ther in
was accomplished in
:ts recalled .
the usa o f'

gifts

...,J..lL �. _,_

to

•

\tftui!!

......... .'"""" �1ove1nant

a chronological order

!!

!t

to
not nea...

ministry

11AN'IFF..STAT!ON

The gift o f wisdom was evident within. the total ministcy of Edward
Burrough .
with spiritual Ulumirmtion .

mingled
Burrough waa young o f age but h."id spent

73
much time in the presence of older c� as a youngster, thus devel
oping a sense o f ouibtness ..

He developed a keen ability of a.'l.alyzing

the strategic problem as Taylor noted in his vork, Edward

.l!u..:t:r.OuiJp

Burrougb had a special gift in dealin3 with disputers , seeing
the fundamental point in question and answering it. Young himself ,
he could understand youthful difficulties and aspirations . 4

His ability to see thrcugh to the central issue must not have

observed in the life of Fox, wisdom
in Burrough 's total service.

waa

Burrough

also an important ingredient

was

steadied by God ' s special

gift of wisdom in the hours o f worldly acclai.ia and the foul stench of

.W�rd

of .M�wledse
This sift was closely associated with wisdom in Burrough 's life.

Kn.owled;e carried into active and actual fu.lfUlment the directives
received through the gift of Wisdom.
)faroh

of England.

10, 1661 marked the date for the Coronation of Charles II

Be demons trated pod will for his subjects by issuing a

decree that all who had been imprisoned ooder the act of re.t."wsing the
oath o f allegianc e , or for not meeting in the State Church for wo-rship,
should be set free .
ma.ny ,

and Friends

This proclamation was not received with favor by

remained

4E. E. Taylor,
n .. d. ) , p .. 30.

in jails across Phgland ..

� Ji-qrroue

(London:

Friends Book Cettter,

On March

26, 1661 a

bill

was

introduced into

it illegal for a group to meet
it was under the direction of the established religious system of the

employment of the gift of lmowledge

\liaS

observed in action as he stated

are appoinIf they
such a law
our meet:lnss,
ted for the wrship of God, it would be contrar;y to the law of God
and void, or ought to be void .. ., ., ., The Lord opened our
and we showed divers sound reasons unto the Rouse apinst the aforbill ,
why it ought not to pass into an act ; first bec.-ause
of the falsity and unsoundness of it in it ' s ground; s econdJ.1, be
cause o f unreasonableness and injustice of it in itself; and third·
ly , because of the evil effects of it which must needs follow it,
it be passed., Divers other thinSB were spoken
the name and au
heaven, as concerning our peaceableness, and
thority
the God
of the absolute proper right that belonged to us , both from Gad and
men, to enjo:r
libe:t"ty o f our consciences in the exercise of our
religion.5
Thus the usefulness of Burrough to the Society of Friends was not
only his deep spiritual experience , 'but this gift o f knowledge enabled
him to articulate adequately the needed message.

Gift of hi th

faith but that faith to perform

miraculous .

This gift did not ap.

they
did

�s

o,f

,ProJ?!�

The prophetic quality o f :Burrough t s ministry was evident through-

the

ability to tell forth

his message

was

dictive aspect

noted under the Sift headin& o f Apostleship.
't�&.S

noted as set forth in the following

.....,_;c·c:un·.,.

died in the year

Oliver Cromwell , Lord Protectorate

16,58 ..

to write a

The

The

note

God will shortly

you know that we are his people;
slaughter, yet our King
of Righteousness will break you to pieces if
harden your heart
and distracted to
and re�nt not . . .. .. And you \tiill be
pieees . 6

thougb we are accounted as sheep for

�«L...u

in 1659 he was directed by the Spirit to exercise
to
carried out

of

of-

And I saw a great misery and desolation nip at hand, even the
and in the
sword of the Lord ; and that it should sl!q them;
sense cf these thinge, a sadness fell upon my spirit, considering
the desolation and the judpent that is at hand, to be executed
upon the oppressors ?
•

•

•

..

II the persecutors became the persecuted.

The

judges of' Charles I were

put to death and the leaders of the CommonW'ealth were forced into hid
ing

self-imposed exile.

or

pj!ic,m¥aa 2-f. ,S;eiri\s.
One of

the

outstanding characteristics of the

was the unquestionable leading
ties of life.
and

stry

'l"his

of

the Spirit to

gift was noted as

having

early Friends group

reveal

the inner quali

been useful to Fox ' s

mini

likewise Burrough received the same quality of discernment.
demonic possession

but

was

active to test the genuiness of personal convincement.

The conversion

of

Thoma.s

Ellwood was :noted as a case in point.

for a time of discussion and visitation.

The father

and desired to discuss the theology of
arpments to sustain his position.
f'amil1

was

read;y

was

following

He exhausted

pre-

his

morning the Ellwood

to depart and Burrough went into the yard to give a

last minute word of encourasement .
roush

'rhe

Calvin.

of Thomas was

a9ked for an

appraisal

l!pon

returning

to the house, Bur

of their experiences and he replied :

77
is settled on hie lees ;
do well if he do-

light
ea not lose it .. 118

Time nl"l:nr�1a to be the vindicating factor, tor Thomas
om:;;au1u

Ellwood

a useful vessel u..1t
1. o the Lord • s

1657

given t o Oliver Cromwell in
concerning Oliver ' s acceptance

wrote the

the title of King.

Beware lest hardness of heart possess thee ,
thou alight hie
so thou be shut up in darkness and given to the desires
enemi es , and left to the counsels of treacherous
who
to
they
by flattery,
dow ,
d es troy thee,
blot out thy name in reproach, and
posterity a

miserable . 9

In

to
were

death ..
to
of indi\riduals convinced by
Society in general .

the latter part of

1658

the wisdom of

Christ . such have no part with us , but are judged
and ce.st out . n10

8!!�.d.•

P•

341 ..

9Ib1d.. p.. 179.

10�.

p ..

294.

the

directed the follow-

o r t o the law or

with

the life of God

in

within

it

tion

tor

sin and dramatic convincement ot Truth.
been considerable questioning centered

There

Did Friends apeak with unknown tongues, camparable to the

cular area..

present demonetration�?

This stud7 discovered one incident which could

be interpreted in various

ways .

the experience, but it occurre d
in London.

The Memoirs did not include a date for
prior to

1654 during Burrough's ministcy

The debatable account follows :

Whilst waitins upon the Lord in silence , as we often did tor
ilim, being
together, with our
the light of Christ from all tle8hl7 motion8 and de8ires, we often
Spirit
us,
received
our hearts were
pouring
made tlad9 and we spake with new tongues., as the Lord gave us utus, �vhich was poured upon sons
t&lM!ll'lC E�. and his Spirit
daughters. There'bJ' things unutterable were me.de manifest , and the
glo17
the lather was revealed.. Then we began to sing
to the Lord God A.hd.pt7, and to the J'..amb � who redeemed us to God,
the world• and put an end to
and brought us out of the bondage
sin and d ea:th . ll
many

""""''"'""'•"

u......�.�:�e;;;,

ll:rbid.
-

P• 12 ..
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The a:foregoing experience was noted in following material to
result in the salvation and convincement of mstrey' who were seeking the
Truth of Christ .

Thus it was concluded, whatever Burrougn meant b7

the edification of thtit saints alone.
Ipte!j?rji,?ttion �f .�Pl8e.s
The "new tongues '' noted. in the preceding was not followed b7 any
description of the

o f interpretation.

Throughout

the life and ao-

or at least active .
j!P_!Stl.�s}li!
The gift o f Apostleship was related to the 'AOrk o f publishing
the pspel o f Christ..

Edward

Burrough

was the recipient of a double

portion of God ' s blessing in this area o f his ministry.
of C--o d was apparent in the preachment o f

The bleesing

Burrough even though he

young in years and ntlw in the life of Christ ..

was

In 16.53 it was noted :

Ed'llm.rd iJw:'rougn at this time could scarcely have been older
than in his nineteenth yel!U', yet h��t was accounted an able minister
of the Gospel, being zoo.lous in his Muter ' s cause , and wise in

spiritual things , understanding the va.y of life and salvation ;
and was withal earnest in his ma.nne r, and nuent in the delivery
of those important doctrines which he was commissioned to preach. l2
He devoted much of his ministry to the instruction of weak or
new converts into the way of Christ and holy living.

l2.;p:t4,. p .. 18 .

i':l:'ances Anne

this to

sq

about

were
So greatly was his ministry blessed that ma.:nr
effectually 'brought to the knowledge of the Lord.
Thomas
Ellwood describes him aa 1bold in his
quarrels, yet open
and .free to ever:� thinrty laml:l ; •
His eloquence and his power ful voice , like all else
consecrated to the Saviour's
cs.use ; l3
•

..

•

..

•

..

of
this
noted to exercise this

in a private home; the following excerpt

A man who
ia spoken
as the pvemor of the house, first
spake to the people assembled. Then Rlm.ter addressed the company.
Whilst he waea still apeakins, Edward Burrough, whose heart was full
of deep relisious concern on behalf of those present, rose on his
feet. At the SO'Wld of his voice the Ranter ceased apeald.nft. Ed
ward . thou.g'll quite a yo\Ui.g man, vas clothed with a Divine authority
which reached the hearts, touched the consciences , and convinced
judgment of � who heard h!m,. l lt>
.

.

..

...

direction
that
Burrough "WaS skillful in the communication of 'l'ru.th.
i ed out, not only through pulpit

carr

Henry

ministry,

This was

but by debate .

was

l3J.il:'ances Anne Bud;e, Annals of the Earlz Friends, (Philadelphia :
Lonptretch, 1900 ) , p." 5B . ...
- -

l4Evans , �" c�.t. ,

PP •

38-39.

'
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moved of the Lord in

1659 to go into the Continent and preach and con

verse in the area of Dunkirk.

The city of Dul'lkirk was largely Roman

Catholic and the Mayor asked them to leave the city before a riot en
sued.

Burrough was insistent that God had directed his a ffairs and the

permission was granted to continue preaching.

addressed a paper to

the Jesuit priests and Dominican Fraire to consider the issues o f faith
and the miracle o f regeneration, along with other major doctrines.

The

debate was not accepted but Burrough was used of the Lord to direct
others to the Light of Christ ; convincement was noted in the hearts of
many other people .

Burrough did not allow himself t o become trapped into a stereotyped preacher concept .

remained pliable in the Spirit ' s power to

do or become whatever he was directed..

London was a city of great

wickedness and its spiritual conscience had almost died.

For many ,

sports and amusements had replaced the desire of spiritual realities
and experiential Christianity.

Burrough was noted in London in

1654

as employing a wrestling match as the opportunity for spiritual ministry..

It was recorded as follows :

One evening, as Edward Burrough was passing by , his attention
was draw to a company of people assembled round an athletic man ,
who had already thrown s everal c011pe titors, and was waiting for
another. As no one offered to enter the ring with him , he seemed
nushed with pride at his success , and full of vain glory. becaus e
of that strength and activity of body which was given him by his
Creator for nobler purposes.. As the wrestler thus stood, in the
pride of his strength, with the crowd of admiring spectators around
him, Edward Burrough stepped into the ring. The successful champ
ion looked with surprise at this new opponent , . .. . Clothed with
authority from his Divine Master, • • • he addressed the by-stand
ers in a powerful and awakening manne r, to which they listened with
attention and wondering admiration • • • Many of hie hearers were
deeply affected by hie discourse , for he was aptly called, 'A brea.-
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ker o f stoney hearts , and son
the contrite in spirit. • l5
Added to the task o r Burrough • a successful pulpit and open-air
ministr,y was the written service which he performed.
able and productive ministry.

This was a valu-

Engl.and by this time , 16569 had ascer-

tained that Friends were not to be destroyed by persecutions and political harassment .

The lite� notables used their pens to bring false

charges or heretical doctrine against the Society..

John Bunyan, a well

noted and proli fic writer, sought to turn public opinion against the
Quakers by his open letters and public papers .

Ed\<�&rd Burrough, at the

age o f twenty-two years , satisfied the public by his capable replies.
William and Thomas

Evans

noted in their work :

The success attending the ministry o f Friends, and the rapid
increase of their converts , created at this time great al&l"'m amons
many o f the ministers o f other societies . They were stirred up to
oppose and vilify the principles and practices of those who seemed
to be taking away their congregations . �� pamphlets were put
forth. l6
design of these writinge was to make Friends and their doctrines seem ridiculous
ial

unreliable.

Edward Burrough :received spec-

direction to answer these accusations and presented a positive

case fo:r the Friends Movement and for the Lord Jesus Christ .
Burrough performed a lasting work for the Society by superinten

ding the publications o f

many

articles written by George

Fox.

His

words o r written encouragement enabled London Friends to be held fast

l5Ibid .. pp . 44-45 .
l �ill_<!..

PP• 64-65 .

to the Truth

Follow not your own willa , nor the voice o f the stranger and
false prophet , which draws out into visiblee here and there ; but
have salt and discerning in yourselves , that you may tey every
motion and every spirit , and may , by that which is infallible and
errs not , co1nprehend
judge that which is fallible and erring,
which t'lourisheth for a time., but comes to an end
is withered. l7
Perhaps the most lasting t:ributo to Burrough • s
the gif't
about this time there was one Chandler, a great
that
had 'been a priest , and one who had run into so much wickedness that
he lay as a spectacle to all peopl e ; • • • I was moved to bid Ed
ward Burrough to go to him and turn him to the light o f Christ and
settle his mind upon Christ ; and so he didt for he went forthwith
and his message was effectual ; and he became a veey fine Friend and
forth many books for the Truth and died in Trutb.18
It

wae

concluded that Bu.rrough did indeed possess the gift of

Apostleship and fulfilled his ministry through the faithful exercise
and disposition as the Spirit led him.

the early Friends
position of a teacher waa assumed..

Movement .
qualification

was

This

to an inflated ego ,. but Burrough understood

not

and could effectively t�imllml
responsibilitr for the well-ordered meetings in London and for the work
o f evangelism witrdn that great eitr.
------·--�

17Ibid . p .. 11.9 ..
18tiickalls , !?R.•

.2!1•

PP• 196-197.
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Burrough • s ability in debate caused him to be logical and con
cise in his statements o f Truth .

In 1657 and 1658 he carried on a

run-

topic was , nnoea God justify sinn.ers 9 That ia while thq are remaining
in si:n.'}l'

Burrough declared the following concerning Christian Perfec

tion :
Sanctification is a witness of justification , and no man can
�ther know himself to be justified than he is sanctified ; nor
justified• than he is reatored . l9
His doctrine o f Christian Perfection was mo� ful.l,y stated in a
pamphlet entitled, "A Declaration to all the World of our Faith and

the Spirit : Thus We Believe ,. u

He stated :

And we believe , Every saint that is called of God, ought to
press after perfection, and to overcome the devU and all his
t emptations upon earth .. We b elieve they that faithfully wait for
it shall obtain it and shall be presented without sin , in the im
age o f the hther. • • for they cease t o commit sin , being born
ot the seed of Qod . 2o
Robert Barclay traditionally has been considered the foremost
wrote a formal presentation of Friends Doctrine
in 1667..

This work has been considered standard as the o fficial docu-

ment presenting the theological position of the Society.
However, this research found Edward Burrough contributed a valuable document in 1657 in which he systematized doctrinal statements of

l9Ibid. P• 2 65 ..
20:tbid. P• 265 .

Friends .

This work predated Barclay ' s work by ten years .

Burrough ' s

theological presentation, though brief , vas adequate to translate the
basic positions of Friends when they lacked

�

formal statements of

their doctrinal truths .
Burrough desired to employ eveey known media by which to communi
cate Truth .

He held the convi ction that men everywhere needed the

message of light and liberty

and

by divine enableme:nt strove for the

u:ni versal Kingdom of Christ .

This gi ft was also possessed by Burrough as he so faithfully dis
charged i ts service within the framework of Christian l ove and devotion.
His help consisted of letters written to encourage London Fri ends while
he vas imprisoned in Ireland.

He carried on c orrespondence wi th Oliver

Cromvell 9 seeking the Lord Protectorate ' s a.c;sistance to ease the heavy
wave of persecution which caused much suffering to Friends .

i'lhen the

occasion arose , he vas faithful to assist and alevia.te the physical
:needs of those who suffered the wants of daily necessities .

He seemed

to live by the scriptural injunction of our Lord when He said: "Verily
I say unto 1ou, Inasmuch as 1e have done i t unto one of the least of
these my brethren , ye have done i t unto me . "

(Matthew

25t 40)

Government

The years
for

Burrough .

1655

through

1657

were years of political i nvolvement

He had studied the character of Oliver Cromwell and the

vows of office this man had taken to become the Lord Prote ctorate.
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clergy by protecting
tdtb the social problem,
ethics

involved

values

through social
Declaration to all
our

World

�ith e.nd

r11lers , governors , ought to be men that fear God and hate
every evil way . Men who will judge fi'Oll!\ Godly hearts and not per
sonal pin and favor. That the law should be known to all men be
fore they are accused • • • We believe that every transgression
ought to be punished according to it • s nature ; and that the punish
ment exceed not the greatness of the transgression ; neither ought
an::� transgressor to escape punishment . .. .. (concerning o fficials)
They ought to be chosen ever:� year, or otherwise , by the ao1:usern
of
people; . . .. t.rhat all governors , and rulers oupt to be
accountable to the people, and to the
succeeding rulers , for
all their actions, .. • • and that the Chiefest o f the rulers be
aubject under
law, and punishable by it.t if
be transgres...
sora , as well as the poorest of the people. 2l

sire for a lawful and just government based upon the unified action of
those who comprised the nation.
may

Thus democratic governmental procedure

be traced, in a measure, to the infiuence o f the Friends Movement.

Becoming involved in the affairs of state revealed the true and sincere
wishes of the movement for the welfare of the national life.

The Soci-

ety profited b,y such political interests o f ita leadership and revealed
that though the Society had refused the Oath of Allegiance , they were
none the less most loyal ,

they :followed the King

III .

DEATH

evidence cited within this study rang with harmonious agree
ment that Burrough fulfilled the ate\-mrdship of his spiritual 81fts
pb1sical ability.

best or

died in Newgate prison in

1662

Re did not live a long life.

at the age o f twenty-eight years.

The

last hours of his life were lived in the Newgate prison and this experienoe above

all

else revealed the spiritual direction and vision o f this
Truth.

tablishing Truth

His life had been lived in the I"USh of es-

turning on the Light

nation of :England ..
action
increased he abounded in patience and composure,
supplication rested richly upon him.
B.y night
nott'rfltd out his prayer to God, for himaelf and for
and by day
people..
His heart being replenished with grace , he uttered many
expressions , indica.tins the heavenly frame of his soul , greatly to
the comfort o f his surviving fri ends . • .. Sensible that his death
said, just before it occurred, ��Though this body o f
clay
'�"�it:tn"'"' to dust , yet I have a testimony that I have served
God in my generation ;
that spirit , which has acted and ruled in
me, shall yet break forth in thousands . • 22
,.. ."'l:'l..l,l't"":J>Q

ledge that his part of
closed
holiness ..

earthly quest for Truth had finished , he

of hia life was

the
to faith-

contributions 'l¥erc
l\a

to

pl�vided

tor

answers

critics .

gifts , Apostleship was outstanding..
ability tO
victing manner

Spirit ..

•vJLK�I�Q

valu e , as he

ru'"''"'�•�vu.""'...

converts was

eon-

�·,o�•�a-�tWt ��

as hllii'lOl'•ed

considered to be of

was

experience produced

it onl,- onee ;

be denied .
in the following statements :

V

nine

A.

spiritual gifts .
e erning

He

The

included : Wisdom , Knowledge , Prophecy , DisGovern-

Sp.irits ,

ment .

Fox and Burrough 'DOllise:ss�Kt

same number

gi fts while

not possessing the same gifts.

C.

Burrough witnessed ence to the practice o f the gift

D.

Again •

sift o f Wisdom

was

noted as contributing largely

to his successful service .
E.

Th e ability to articulate the gospel message o f redemptive

grace to all mlln was Burrough ' s outstanding work.

VI

AND

was studied
a more emotional aspect o f the early
did

Fox

or M'!tl'''l"nl.tl?n

In

eaerifieed the el'.l'l'"r!n1":1l
in relation to his

zeal

individual Spirit J.e¢ltae:rSEJil.

guidance o f the Spirit .

work wa s stud-

ManH'estation of Spiri-

Life

tual Gifts , Death

I.

bepn for James Nayler in

1618 at West Ardsley in a quiet

agrari.an tom1 two miles from Wakefield.
.r.. .r..!"'J.""'w.e

The type of home life , the re

....

concern o f

an un...

told story •
., ......,.... was reared on a

.__ .

father in later ::rears ..

farm and

, followed the occupation of his

He possessed a questing spirit that failed to

find satisfaction from the ordinar,r inspiration o f life and the tradi
tional religious exercises .
His religious background is difficult to disc ern .
mentioned his parents .

s eldom

He was , nonetheless , a member o f the State

Church and was faitht'ul in worship and the development o f spiritual
concern as a child.

The quest for spiritual truth , as noted in the

lives

Burrough,

idealistic in

in Nayler.

"t>Ja.S

Be was truly

outlook and evaluation o f life and its probl��.

to

This cllaracteristic

fall and his

bringing reproach to the Friends Movement.
by the
than sanctified judgment •
on one

.,,'"' and

... ..�.,.,......

dedication
The chuJ:>oh register in

1639

in

the

provided for the

ruH�all>

of twenty-one.

owned a farm and there

of his family; a wife

three daughters..

1642 t follo\dng

�

Parliamentary
ambitions to assist in

renounced all worldly possessions

liberation

his countcy from the rule of Charles I ..

a soldier well

and rose

the

was

title
It

tm.a

Nayler

was

to

Cromwell ' s

of

to

this regiment that carried the weight o f battle against

Charles II 9 as he

into ihgland

Scotland while

Charles and his for(H�s were

a prince .

In

at Worcester ,

was yet
on

Sept-

ember 3 , 1651 , thus insuring the reign o f Oliver Cromwell as Lord
tectcn--at e..
lived

on

Charles escaped Enlfland, dressed as a s ervant , and

the Continent until the death of Oliver Cromwell

of Richard, his son , as Lord Protectorate.

the rise

Richard lacked the character

experience of his father and in 1660 Charles returned from e:r..ile
restored the Stuart MoMrehy to the throne

England ..

Following
It
was

respect for

through the

He shared their ideal-

Gerald Winstarue7 and

ex-

:lstic concern for £l'C�1h"l!l"'t1ftt<�nt.

were
closely allied with the
religious

group \'tcre loose

right o f ne:t"S<>na.l
o..ru"J.o,sol:mY to an utter

"""'.,.,..,_,

action.
State Church

from without

his will to the leadership of
spiritual life was
tools for developins a

as

reluctant

Spirit .,

disappoint ing

hopeless .,

life in

instruction :in their administration

peac�ble

WQS

milieu ,

He found the

State Church , but no

use .

throughout his army csu�eer and

Fox, in a state of spiri tual frustration .

a
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m:Uia Fogelklou

in her book,

if�e,s ?fazler � _!'b�l !?�t,

des

cribed the parallel between Fox and N'a7ler in the following statement :
He
lived in the centre of politics for many years.
bad
been a gpiritual leader and afterwards , 'When all he had hoped for
had come to naught, he wandered in the wilderness o f ill-heal.th9
disillusionment,
doubt. While Fox had concentrated his search
sufinwardly and had bored deepl7, t��ler had lived and worked
the
time
when
he
was
near
fered in
events , . . .. Just at
the breaking point .. . . Fox came within the � o f bis vision. l
The

1651..

Na;yler ' s spiritual liberation came in the spring of
was preaching the Li;ht of Christ as Truth in the cou.ntr;y

Fox

JO'i.U'ruitl
records:
about Wakefield and *'Fox • s .;;;.
;;;;
.;;;..
;;;;
;;;.;:;;
;;;;:;;;.
.... ,.._•

countries

..

..

"So

I

passed throu.;h the

went into the cou.ntr;y about Wakefield where James

•

A fellow soldier, Lieutenant Roper, lived in the same neipbor
hood with Nqler.

Roper

m essage he preached..

had become a follower o f George

Fox

and the

Another soldier friend, William Dewsbu:cy, had

come to the Li;ht and had been convinced of Truth..

Theae men extended

an invitation for Fox to visit Dalby and at this time Nayler was
s ensitive to the Light of Christ and professed the Tr-t�th of the gospel.

Convinoement did not transpire easil;r.
from

He desired to be convil1ced

a position of lofP.o as well as spiritual conviction.

l :!WJ.ia Fogelltlou, Lajla !app , Trans. , James
(London : Ernest Nann , 1931 ) . p. 99 .

Fox

�z�_er, �

arrived

Rebel

2Jobn L. Nick:a11s , ed. , � Journal .2.! ��!_r,l� � (Cambridge :
Universit7 Press , 19.52) , p .. ?3 ..

Journal

at the right

Emilia

'"'""'<!<'-

IT

na;�:;eu

Nazl!!£:

Fogelklou noted

�.....,,.,.""'""r Generation,
but
Years
Hulniu:-ee�s or
.. a New Mrth spiritually begotte , and
and brought
Light , without which none can see the Kingdom
God,
enter therein .. • .. his 1-tighty Working
me,
which
the Soul is raised out of the Grave . 4

need and inner longings.

The quest for reali� found its conclueion

in the person of the Christ of hietor;y.
Nayler had just returned from his years of service as a soldier
and his family provided great p ersonal satisfaction and securit7..

The

decision to Jield to demands of Truth braugbt the

earnest conviction

that he had been commissioned to bear the Truth.

The call of God to

become a messenger of reconciliation and asain leave his famil7 resulted in spiritual frustration and discouragement for a season.

Dur

ing this period he continued his farming wltile depression settled upon
until he
u

dead.

was unable to speak or eat and

was

given up

Foaelklou quoted from the works

the wrath of God was upon me , so that I was

3Ibid. P• 73 .

�oplklou.,

!?.E.•

.!!!• ,

p.. 75 ..

a wonder to aU ,
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he should be as willing to leave his family for the sake o f the Gospel
and the Prince o f Peace as he bad for the cause o f Parliamentary forces .

inner searching

his own
Spiri t ' s mind

struggle to know

called him from darkness to the Light o f Christ .

Relating to the same period of spiritual dedication, Brailsford noted
in her
He put oft his going
day to day, till
sense o f
wrath
Go d upon bis disobedience had become untolerable .
So
great was his distress that he became unable to speak or even
to eat , and his vecy life was despaired o f• • • '!'hree times at
returned
least in the dark hours
his life the same
Nayler, and his health was recovered only
he
to etruggle
Will of God u it had been revealed to

him. 6

Na;vler for his failure to attend the steeplehouse and follow the soci
all;v accepted and ecclesiasticall:v approved order of worship .

The

fact of excommunication was not made known to Nayler for many months .
his wife did
not

the same heart experience and refused to attend the

conducted at Roper ' s heme .

Nonetheless , she was willing for him to

enter into the labour o f gospel ministry..

This sacrifice spoke of her

character, for her consent meant months o f s eparation with reaponsibi·

5Ibid., p . '{lt.

James

�bel

f!!ller ,

Richmond Brailsford, A g_uaker From Cromwell • s
.. 1f2 .
(London : SW�U"thmore Press.'

'19271·; p

�:

:falling

her..

Convinced of Truth

into
fruitful Publisher
Fox occurred in

1652

at

Judge

Fell ..
his home but
tality resulted

was told by a

the
priest and

that hie wife had

bewitched and led into dire
a diplomatic manner

him to reconsider the expulsion of
had been

account ..

from

until he

Tl:ds the Judge
haven

in-

mother ..
I�eyler ' s ab:i.lity to

and proclaim the

of Fox ' s initial converts .
by Fox., but as i n all ClJl.Ses ,
early

this

II .

MAN!FES!ATION OF SPIRITUAL GIFrS

�:�hould

o f good

ability to
of

U.l.i>:>""'""m...u."""

the
the
the Spirit

quately

duality
control ..

the

Written Word and excelled in its presentation .
the \-lord but

did
of <lireeting

in

And thil:! Light cheeks you for Sin, and would have you to .!!! J:!
!\2. z.o� woul..2_ !!!, � ]g... And this Light is not a Chapter
without you , in a Book, but it is that Light that revealed the
Scriptures to the Saints , • • • which f'poke forth, and which thou
readeft in the Chapter. And this Light being mined, will lead 10U

.!1.:!. Men,
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to the perfect

Da.;y which declares all things as the;y are /1

(!he reader was asked to note the certain letter 11sn is changed
to

11

f" within the above quot e and the succeeding quote .

This i.e not a

Old English et;yle. )
The e:ffect o :t the gift o f Wisdom in Naylor ' s life and preachment
was noted in an introduction b1 George Whitehead in Na;yler ' s c ollected

books ,

Collection

!J!.. !t:l,l,d:Z

Books :

B.r a good Meafure of Divine Illumination and Inward Experience ,
he knew the Miniftration. o f Judgment and Merc;y, Law and Gofpel ,
pre:terring the Mi.niftra.tion o:t the Spirit above that o f the Letter;
and accordingly preached to turn Peoples Minds to the Light , the
Lite , the Spirit and Power o f Chrift in thee, out o f all empt;y
Forma canal. Obfervations , dead literal Preachings and Profef:ti.ons ,
where the Power o f Godlinefs was or
denied .. In Thefe Matters
the
J.r; .. was in Meafure Gifted , with Demonftration o f the
Spirit o f Chrift while the Liidlt t'hined upon his Tabernacle, be
fore he was clouded and hurt .8
Thus it was concluded that the gift o f Wisdom was resident in
the life and ministr,y of James Nayler.

That he walked contrary to

that wisdom is admitted , and will be elaborated upon under the heading
o f discernment, but he wa.s seen to have effectively' emplo;red this Sift ..

��rd

of

�o;wl;t?!se

Though causing much disturbance in the Societ;r , Nayler pve mn;y
helpful concepts to the movement and allowed it to see more perfectly

6

1?1

) ?James Nayler,
t p ..
3?.
8-Ibi.d. P• VII .

!

Collection

!J!_ .�� .�ks

(London : J . Sowle ,
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imminence
o f relationship between

resulted in close identification
man.

God eo indwelt man that it

improbable, if not impossible. for judsmental errors to

long

or

condenma.tion

gift

ledge

objectives by

means

was to be corrected

by the

the means and not the objectives.
The evidence
than in
preaching tours carried him into Westmorland .

earlieat
chose audiences with

backgrounds to his own.
Brailsford noted the following in her work,

! �er. !!:!!.

Crom-

It was in this fear of 16.53 that William Edmundson, himself one
o f Cromwell ' s old Ironsides, was on a visit to his friends in Westmorland,
traveled three
to hear
Narler preach.
'God •a witness in our hearts , ' he vrites , 'answered to the Truth
to be-w'ha t was spokenJ •
the young ihglishman returned
come the first Quaker missionar,r in Ireland.,9
Thus it was concluded that throughout his ministry Nayler at
tempted to remain true to the Spiritual gift o f Knowledge.

The great

100

tradged;:r of

life

was seen

mine

one

that

to deter-

that decision left

an

u

performanc e of miracles

indelible blot

his

histoey.
Gift of' Faith
This gift was noted

relating

to the

to Ne.yler,
of
Nayler
Alto
• as though I
raifed Dorcas �!J.!Z
Death: This I
alto, and condemn
Tef'temony to be out of
the Truth , though that Power that quickens the Dead I deny not.,
which
the Word o f Eternal Life. lO
one of
these gifts but admitted to the abilit7 of'

God

to perform the miraculous.

in the
carried the title o f prophet with dignity and
boldness.

The demonstration of this gift

was

noted on two levels; one9

national messages , and two, messages directed to judicial officers and

lOl

is
people to
oppreftion
long wailed
another , but none comes • from one Sort
'"'bieh
the
Hand of the Oppreffor• is 'l':n,,....u.n
eous , ll

to

trust

National strife result•

to
solved ..

n'lbu.s Saith
Woe is me for
Rulers !
How are you fallen from what you
profef:ted ,
:rou.
were sufferers U.."ld er :tuoh
your Brethren • that
now is it nothing to you,
one \"lith you aga.inft Oppr effion , now
fronl
you are ret "'"""'•" '""'�-'...'-

lltfa;yler ,

12.:1;,9.�4.·

;?.'£• ill.• , PP• 99-100 .

101"

the Church ,

(2)

oitil?lens to

loyalty t

the

l�A:I''.!'!U!lU
ll

violation of

the control
......''"""'·""

to
of

you , with whom I
�

� down

now my prayer

your Crowns at his

being
Victor, ; that
the
all may
fubjeot for Confcienoe
no:r:tou;!:.""a b;r :rou , 13

Thus

James

Na:rler was commissioned to repres ent God through the office

ot a Prophet .

The nold soldier11 disoharsed hie orders with all

clarity.

Diso,e�� ot SJ!ir,its
The sift which led Fox to see the inner qualities o f a heart
also present in Nayler ..

was

However, Na:rler waa a man whose sympathies were

won before his judgment had been permitted to examine the facta .

Nayler

The conversion of Nayler had led him from darkness into the
Light of Christ ..
of God 's Law..

His e;yes were opened to observe

marvelous

things out

The Spirit had taken residence within his heart and he

was s:tven a spirit o:f understandins.

He vdtnessed to the possession

103

this gift
Spirit

formerly m�d Power over
in

Discerning
>YaS

the direetion

control

to

i·t >Yas . Hl 4

'"'here-aver

ita

in his

of

light of his

to
w1thin

development took
Friends in 1656..

four

Nayler

......,e,....,,. $

risen

the Society of

to

pr(!la.Cll:Utg

displayed

be recognized
abUit:r and the

priests .

This

and �rldly acclaim captured the mind o f James Nayler and he became
resentful o f direction or
leave London and

go

human

counsel.

He was directed by Fox to

into the North for the purpose of establishing

and eorreetins certain meetings.

Na:rler felt this was in violation of

the Spirit ' s direction but accepted the order.

The relationship be

tween Fox and Nayler \�tas strained and was never cleared until after
Nayler •a repentance .
was

Where once he was led by the voice o f the Spirit , h e

now

d:i.reeted by two misguided women in the city of London.
Hannah

Stranger had heaped praise upon

the Messiah..
believe

They visited Na.yler in

him

Simmonds
him

and declared

to

be

Exeter Prison and led him

to

that he should be the leader of the Friends t4ovenlent and

should relinquish. control.

�ler

was

and was too exhausted to determine truth, so he

from
'WaS

imprisonment

deluded

believe

or a

man

rejection of

God,
set
in
city of

the

tried of bl.asph� ..

• s trial was a

as
him >'!ere not tried nor publicly

re-

forehead, and
with a hot iron..

Naylor waa reported to have ao
the

pared

that
I pray that

than in

not

prison letters l'll"i tten in 1658

1.5Niekall13 t gn..

.ill•

t

pp ..

268-269 ..

l6Joaeph Gurney Beven, A Refutation of Some of the Modern Mis•
e
re resentations of the Societ or Friends , � -ci!Ie'd'
l ..
.."
d
l�p
,
Ph
pa
,
iam
Will
���'f'Nazl'er :r.;;n on:

�

!f)� ! J:;!t:e !?!..

f

��
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o f being led into vanity and these words were noted :
And this lihvious One hath don . in the Night o f rq 'lryal , and
Temptation, tald.ng advantage o f my Suffering,
in that day when rq Judpent was taken away, and I was led Captive
under the powers of Darknefs , which all along hath fought rq life . l7
Hour o f Darkness ,

restoration b,y grace was noted in the follo��� letter as
written from Bridewell in

1659:

'lhis Offence I confefe , which both hath been Sorrow o f Heart,
of Man' s peace in Christ thould get advantage in
that the
the Night
my !eyal, to ftir up Wrath and Offences in the Creation o f God, a Thing the Simplicity o f my Hea.t-t did not intend.
the Lord, who know ., who in hie endlefe Love hath given me Power
over it to condemn it : And alto that Letter tent to E:lceter, by
John Stranpr, when I was in Prifon, with thefe Words , 'fhy Name
f'hall be no more James Nayler, but Jefus. !his I judge to be
written from the Imaginations , and a Fear ttruck me when I firft
faw it ;
fo I put it in rq Pocket ( clofe) not intendin« e:n:t
thou.ld fee it : which they finding on me, fpread it abroad, which
the Simplicity o f rq Heart never owned . l8
The fact that reflection and embarrassment came upon the Society

caused to James Nayler himself.

A man whom

God had blessed with abili

ty and personal mpetism allowed an error o f spiritual judpent to

destroy the best o f hie ministry.

He was later restored into full

fellowship with the Society but his rJational and international effeccontinued to lend encouragement to the

was genuine ..

l7Narler, g;e..
l8Nayler,

ill• ,

p. xxxl.l ..

!£• ill• , PP• lii-UU.
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.�.n.�e!l'!:��ti;on: o,r

ToJ?.Je*!�

Neither of these gifts appeared in research material related to
Naylor ' s life and ministry

•

.�:e!s.tl;esA!R.
George Fox testified to N�ler • s ability in setting forth Truth.
Be

with praise

and

deep appreciation for the work of N�ler prior

to N�ler•s fall in 1656.

In 1655 Fox reported in

his Jou.rnal ;

And there James Na;rler met me in Derbyshire where seven or eisht
priests had ch.allenged him to a dispute . And I had a travail in my
spirit for him and the Lord answered me. And I was moved to bid
him to go on , and that God Almishty would go with him and give him
the victory in his power.. And so the Lord did, that all the people
saw
priests were nothing and tailed, and cried, 'A N�ler, a
Nayler hath confuted them aU • So after, he came to me again,
praisifJ.s' the :toro. l9
Concerning the abilit;r of Nayler to declare Truth effectively,
Foplklou remarked:

nru.chard

Baxter, the most tormible theological ad

versary to the Quakers, described Na;yler as ' their chief leader, ' "20
Na,-ler

did

not rely entirely upon his pulpit ministr;r

gospel message.
of lasting \l'alue.

He was a prolific writer and produced

to

convey

many

works

He wrote of a concern for the establishment of the

Society and encouraged those convinced b7

Truth to

become settled.

In

1653 he addressed a letter to the Society entitled: ''A Discovery of the
Wifdom from Beneath,

and

the Wi:f'dom

from

Dear Friends ,. be faithful in what
l9Niekalls , �· .!'!!!• ,

P•

223.

20Fogelklou , .2'2.• !.!!.• , p . 109 ..

Above.

11

JCU know,

He stated :
take

baed

of making
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a Profeffion of what you are not .,
so ;you be found Diffemblers
before the r.ord but keep low in Meekne:ta and Patience ., t'tanding in
the Will of God in all things.21

Georg'�!!

\Vhitehead

in his

introduction to Nayler ' s Sun4£r Worlte:
By a
he k:new the J.iini ftration of Judgment

I..a.w and
above that

�farcy,

Gotpel,
the :ta·tter; and accordingly preached to turn Peoples Minds to the Light,
Life 9 the
Christ in them, • • • The frail
J.N. tor tome time had a Service • • • by his Pr.aching and divers
by hi1n9
wa..s
much followed by many .22
of

the

and

'

tiveness at this point was destroyed by
value was

ever,

to exist in his doctrinal statements

In 1655 he published

were herewith cited.
Salutation

to

the Seed

was

issue

anoa

the Saints.

losing Faith.

and

of God.u

he oi ted

the

a

message entitled,

uA

The case for Christian Perfection
Calvinistic doctrine of

Be spoke of that doctrine

the

all owing

Perserver-

sin but not

Be remonstrated that position in these words:

Faith wldch you profefs is become a defence for Situ But

our

''So the
Faith is

that which overcomes Sin, and fo the good t!fork is not Reprobate."23
He further stated in 16.56 the oa.use for Chrlstia.n Perfection in

21Nayler, S!Ia• oit. ,

P•

221J3:J,!!• PP• VII-VIII.
23J;¥.�.

PP•

214-215.

6
8.
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these words :

nAnd to all that ever

holy boldness as h e declared:

the Tef'tament in Spirit ,

"Thou who takeft

......,J�... l!';. ...

in Sin, and

pleadeft for i t ,. art not in that Seed. n25
art of relating Chrie�tian doctrine carried N�ler to comin that he stated:

municate the

to
can rightly worfhip God , they mutt
So that before
know his Spiri t , • • • but either mutt your W'orfhip be performed
in one that never Si�d, or i t cannot be accepted with the pure
God • • • So all who defire \vorfhip i n Truth , you muft know the
Truth , even the Spirit of Truth 9
lead into all Truth; which
Spirit of Truth takes of Chri. ft , and tefti:ties of hia Li fe and
Power , in
Creature Worfhipping.26
The gift of Teaching

was

exercised d�.ng his prison experience

unstable Christians.

cern for troubled

man continued in hia humanity , he had an adequate Saviour.
in nMilk for Babes" printed in 1661 :
Though at some time the Cloud.es m� be fo thick , and the powers
of Darknefs fo strong in your eye that you fee him not , yet love
him , and believe , and you have him prefent ; you £hall feel his
Patience calling you down out o f the S tom.27
Thus i t was concluded that f1ayler possessed the gi ft o f Teaching

24Ibi d. P• 296.
2 5Ibid. P •
-'

333.

26Ibid. PP • 273-274-275 .
27Ibi d . P• 667.
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and discharged i t well when spirltually qualU.'iad.

These two gifts did not appear to contribute a.rJ.Y vi tal thrust to
Ns;yler ' s ministry .

Had he retained a position of submissiveness to the

Spiri t ' s leading, i t would perhaps have been different .

III.

DEATH

James Nayler , a man of changing moods a.nd valuable ministry ,
passed aws;r in

166o at forty-four years of age .

About two hours before

he passed to meet his Master, Nayler gave the following words :
There i s a Spi ri t which I feel • that delights to do no Evil ,
nor to revenge a.rJ.Y Wrong , but delights to endure all things , in
hope to enjoy its own in the End: • • • I found i t alone , being
f'orf'aken.; I have Fellowflrl.p therein, with them who lived in Dens,
and def'olate Places in the }.�th . wh9 through Death obtained this
Refurre ction and Eternal Holy Lite . 28

quest for the Eternal Light .

IV.

SUMMARY

The li te and ministry o f Nqler revealed the possession and the

110
ledge ,

Diecel."'nnlent , Apostleship, and Teacbtns..
When meEuJured against the lives o f

and Burrough , Nayler did

not contribute as significantly to the establishment o f the Friends
Movement..

!rb.i8 was not due to his lack o f abUity or

reful!3al to accept correction and council..

zeal, but to hie

N8.7ler, as noted previouel;y ,

was ruled b7 the emotional thrust of the present rather
objectivity

spiritual

critical

outstanding

ministrr which Nayler exercised was his gift o f

possessed a keen ability, wh en directed by the Spirlt,

tivenese as a minister and accepted leader o f London Friends was des
troyed by his apostaey..

Following his release from prison , he was un

able to overcome the cloud o f suspicion and doubt which had become so
synonymous with his name ..
The study led to the following summar.r statements :
A.

The ministry o f Nayler revealed the possession

of six spiritual gifts .

exercise

This list included : Wisdom, Knowledge, Proph

ecy , Discernment, Apostleship and Teaching.
B..

His effectiveness was apparent from those who followed him

in London, the ecnvineement o f former soldiers ,.

the remarks of

Richard Bl!l.xter ..

C ..

Na7ler was a man of unusual capabUities who allowed his head

to be turned by man • s praise, which caused a stisma to settle over his
ministry which even time could not erase ..

D.

Th e sreatest trag� was no t that embarrassment came upon the

111
Society of

but

a

turned :f'rom fulfill ing

•s will in

man of'

exc)ell�'tl.1t)n�tJ..

life.

skill had been

.SW.fi'iAR'r, OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

A.

A

a�

1.

of

nha1'\i':"''""

II led to the following statements :
specific gifts were functional within the

!bat

Centur;y Church ..

2 ..

I t was noted that the Church possessed these gifts and not

apostles alone.
were to

o f the Spirit were

The

controlled b,y the believer ..

A � o f Chapter III led
1.

the following statements :

The Levellers, Diggers , and Fifth Monaroh-men ttere spiri•

tudl.7...politica.ll7 motivated
ship to the Hol7 .Spirit .

\11thin

England

These groups sought

rqatical union with God

Throughout the histor;y o f the E.arl7 Friends Movement there

was a conll!leious effort to avoid the
and

a

kin

of man .

and demoMtrs.ted concern for the social

2..

0,. the Spirit

errors

o f the Levellers, Diggers,

the Fifth Monarch-men while retaining the passion tor the dignit7

of all men and ifieldedness to the Holy Spirit ..

A summaey of Chapter IV led to the tollo� statements :

1..

The public miniatr;y of Fox

was found

to employ nine speei-

113
fie spiri tual gi fts ..

The list included : Wisdom , Knowledge , Healing ,

Prophecy , Discerning o f Spirits , Apostleship , rreacher, Helps , and
Government ..

2.

The cited material revealed Fox ' s surrender to whatever

direction the Spirit led,.

Hie life was not lived by selfish motivation,

but by the principle of fai thfulnees to the Light o f Christ ..
study brought into clear focus the importarwe of' God ' e

-'•

man being endowed by the gi ft of' ltlisdom..

This gi ft , though

not

extar

nally , i . e . emotionally demonstrated , was the foundation upon which all
other gi fts were

4.

to res t.

The fai thf'ul disposition o f these gi fts provided fertile
the S"d o f God.

soil in which to
his powerf'ul preaching ..

s.

The

gif't o f government was c onsidered to be outstanding

i n that i t provided tor united expression i n extending God ' s Kingdom

through the Society o f Friends.

6.

Though

suffering imprisonments and humiliatio n , Fox was

not detoured from the conviction that he was led by the Holy Spirit.

A summary of Chapter V resulted in the following statements:

1.

The ministey o f Burrough evidenced the demonstration o f

nine spiritual gi fts .

The list included: 1:/isdom, Knowledge , Prophecy ,

Discerning of Spirits , Tongues , Apostleship , Teachers , Helps , and
G overnment .

2 ..

Fox and

Burrough

possessed

the

same number o f gifts while

U4
not posseesing the same gifts ..

Burrough

once to the practice o f the gU't of

4.
his successful service.

5.

ability to articulate th e gospel mvc•ca.jl�'l(l o f redemptive

'a

grace to all men w.s

6 ..

1.

of

six spiritual gifts.

the possession

TJ::ds list included : Wisdom, Knowledge ,

Iiis

Proph-

�eaehing.

ecy, Discernment . Apostleship

2..

exercise

from those

was

who

follo'k>�ed

in IAn<:ton,
Richard

""""' "' "'''"'·-

Na)tler was a man of '!.m111Staal capabilities
head

to be

ministey

'"";l.l·""�"

4.
the Society of

man ' s
even time

to

IJJJ.'""'<�-o•::; .,

allowed
over hie

...,v..u.v.

�ba.rmsament came upon

greatest tragedy was
but

that a

been turned from fulfilling God ' s will

man

in

o f exceptional skill had

his life ..
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the motivations
presupposed
importance of the Iioly Spirit ., having been reared within the histori•
cl!ll traditiona
the

to
Spirit

11:'111p4Vlf

As

the

spiritual

.�. ,........ ..,.�..

(2)

nw:tbe!r o f

(3)

.., in

move-

mann er

their combined effect upon the Early

to

list o r spiritual gifts

l'n�"'::.u;;u�n

as r.n.:-�1"'�

to thirteen
Know-

�-�- •.• w.,.
..,,.,.��.I.U�

Wisdom as a

brought into

....,
., .\# ... .u..... ..*41!'>

or

or abidin�J Sift.

It was observed that

of t.hia gift the

upon the

stood

�... ''"'il."

either
of

tell ..

Burrough, and 1'�8.7ler..
thia gift t as

11m.a enabled

was seen to

to

an ab\Uldian.<1:e
objectives of communi-

cating scriptural truth and to distinguish the proper course to real12:e
it ' s fulfillment..

Burrough and

were blessed by

presence

ll 6

the

Spirit-controlled gift .

until

by nu��w•�l!i""'

Spirit
�

in

spiritually numb

rise

a
��pe%l��m� upon either the State nor
the d.elOOlte1;ra

formali�ed s.rstems ot worship.

to
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o f fruitful s ervice .,

These gifts were used to substantiate the Soci

ety ' s ol.aim of union with God.,
;.

gift o f Teaching was demone�trated by

The exercise o f
of

Nayler not only to speak o f righteous-

but also to teach in.

a manner that righteousness would be

of the Holy Spirit .

produced

'fhe rapid grQliJth of the

Society attested to her �e teaching mission.

6..
nuanc e

Fox ' s gift o f Government

of the Society.

ton in which

was

instrumental in the contiprovided a tangible skele-

use of this

infant orga.nism might f!J:l'O"'I and develop .

The orpni...

zation of Montbl;y Meetings provided fellowship for localit.aed converts .
o ffered

The birth of Quarterly and Yearly

opportunity for

a united world-wide ministr,r of evangelism and missionar,r enterprise
not obtainable on an individual

7•

or

local level ..

The faithful discharge of those spiritual gifts resulted

in the conversion of thousartde in England, Scotland• Wales , Ireland ,
and

American Colonies and alao provided ample provisions for the

conservation of those who were convinced.,

C.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the preceding research, the following conclusions
been reached :

1.

Th e personal possession and exercise o f the

gifts were in harmo� with the

Scriptural

enum.erated

definitions as found

within
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I Corinthians 12.

2 ..

Friends of the present period must first comply with the
of spiritual gifts and secondly � encourage

New Testament
the

display of those

tide o f professional religious activity.

challenge

3 ..
gifts

once again substantially

if they are

There must not b e a \li'ilful limitation o f the spiritual

order to conform to traditional Society expression.

.SUGGESTIONS

L?lasmuch

aa

this study has not .attempted to cover every aspect

the meaning of spiritual gifts

people, the

suggestions for study could be valuable :

1.

11A .Study o f Spiritual Gifts in the Quietistic Period. "

Following the initial evangelistic thrust o f Friends there developed a
movement to conserve the historical

of the Society

it against ''fleshly or creaturely activity".
gro� and her dynamic voice receded,

The Church

protect
in-

Therefore a study of spiritual

gifts within this period would appear to 'be a valuable contribution.
2.

liA Study o f .Spiritual Gifts in Relation to Elias Hicks

and Joseph John Gurney. 11

Hicks and Gurney personalized two segments

ot Friends theology in the nineteenth century.

A study o f their lives

and the Spirit ' s leadership over their ministries would contribute a
great deal to a better understanding of that period and its resu.ltat'tt
effects upon the Friends Movement.

Study of Spiritual
Contempomcy Fri.ends Movement .. 11

With

Their Relationship to The
renewed interest in the responsi-

bilit;y o f the Church to evangelize, a study
most helpful .

this problem would be

l2l
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